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Executive
Summary
The City of Newcastle have recently completed the
reconstruction of Swan Street, Cooks Hill; which
involved the full boundary to boundary reconstruction
of the Swan Street road reserve and footpath,
including piped drainage, road pavement, footpath
paving and fig tree removal.
The 2017 archaeological assessment for the project
identified the potential for physical evidence relating
to 1838 constructed Australian Agricultural Company
(the A.A. Co) miners houses to be present within the
project area.
Archaeological monitoring was undertaken in
accordance with S140 Excavation Permit Application
2017/s140/17. A Section 144 application to vary the
Excavation Permit was submitted to allow the limited
archaeological removal of small sections of A.A. Co
miners’ houses exposed and potentially to be exposed
in stormwater trenches being excavated at the
intersection of Swan Street and Kitchener Parade,
Cooks Hill, Newcastle.

The remains comprised a single layer of sandstock
brick demolition rubble (between 200 to 300
millimetres in depth); likely a side wall pushed over
into the interior room of the house during the
demolition of the building. The demolition rubble was
directly above remnant timber flooring and a
sandstock brick footing; comprising a portion of one
the 1838 constructed miners houses.
A small area of exterior space / courtyard was exposed
to the south of the brick wall; including a shallow brick
gutter or drain. A natural bedrock ‘shelf’ with a
degraded one and a half brick wide wall constructed
up against / on it formed the southern extent of the
remains. The wall was essentially constructed on the
natural rock of the hill itself.
No remains associated with the miners houses or
other A.A. Co infrastructure was exposed in the other
trenches excavated as part of the project.
Significance

This report documents the archaeological monitoring
and limited archaeological salvage of the project area
in accordance with S144 Variation Permit
(2019/s144/006).

The miners houses reflect the A.A. Co’s adaptability as
the period of the transportation of convicts to NSW
ended and the need to house ‘free’ miners arose; the
houses being constructed for the ‘free’ miners.

Archaeological Investigation

As a result of the rarity of the archaeological remains
and their association with the A.A. Co; one of
Australia's oldest companies and an entity important
to the social and economic development of New South
Wales, archaeological evidence of the miners houses
(and the future potential for further associated
evidence in the area) is considered to comprise state
significant archaeological remains.

Exposed archaeological remains were limited to
evidence of what is likely sandstone road foundation
(pitching) associated with the nineteenth century
formalisation of Brooks Street and the remains of an
1838 constructed miners house exposed within a deep
1.3-metre-wide stormwater trench constructed across
Swan Street; immediately east of the Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade intersection.
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1.0 Introduction
The City of Newcastle (CNC) have recently completed the reconstruction of Swan Street, Cooks Hill
(the project area); which involved the full boundary to boundary reconstruction of the Swan Street road
reserve and footpath, including piped drainage, road pavement, footpath paving and fig tree removal.
The works were undertaken to alleviate problems such as localised flooding, cracked pavements and poor
road surface associated with deteriorated infrastructure in the area.
Umwelt was engaged by the CNC to undertake archaeological monitoring during the reconstruction works.
The main components of archaeological monitoring were undertaken in March 2018, March/April 2019,
July 2019 and January 2020. Timing of archaeological monitoring was dependant on the nature and location
of project works. The civil construction works in Swan Street were completed 30 June 2020.

1.1

Background to Archaeological Report

1.1.1

S140 Application

Archaeological monitoring was undertaken in accordance with S140 Excavation Permit Application
2017/s140/17 (approved 03 August 2017) and the approved archaeological research design and
methodology outlined in Historical Archaeological Assessment Swan Street Cooks Hill Newcastle
Reconstruction (Umwelt 2017).
The approved S140 permit is appended as Appendix 1.

1.1.2

S144 Application

In April 2019 a Section 144 application to vary existing the Excavation Permit Application 2017/s140/17 was
submitted to allow the limited archaeological removal of small sections of Australian Agricultural Company
(A.A. Co) miners houses exposed and likely to be exposed in stormwater trenches being excavated at the
intersection of Swan Street and Kitchener Parade, Cooks Hill, Newcastle (Swan Street, Cooks Hill, Newcastle
S144 Application [Umwelt 2019a]).
The S144 Variation 2019/s144/006 (variation of S140 Permit Number 2017/s140/17) was approved 28 May
2019.
The approved S144 permit is appended as Appendix 2.
The S144 application is appended as Appendix 3.

1.1.3

S146 Notification of a Relic

Following the exposure of the potential remains of the A.A. Co miner’s cottages a S146 notification of a
relic was submitted to the then Heritage Division, Office of Environment and Heritage (Swan Street, Cooks
Hill, Newcastle – Notification of a Relic [Umwelt 2019b]).
The Notification of a Relic is appended as Appendix 4.
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1.1.4

Archaeological Report

This report presents the results of the monitoring in response to Conditions 16 - 18 of the S144 Excavation
Permit (2019/s144/006). It expands on the Summary of Field Work Results – Swan Street Cooks Hill,
Newcastle Reconstruction Works (Umwelt 2020a) prepared to satisfy Condition 15 of the Excavation Permit
and submitted to Heritage NSW, Community Engagement, Department of Premier and Cabinet (Heritage
NSW) 8 September 2020.
The Summary of Field Work Results is appended as Appendix 5.

1.2

Personnel

The successful completion of the archaeological works would not have been possible without the
invaluable assistance of the Umwelt archaeological team and input and assistance from CNC. Key personnel
are listed in Table 1.1.
In addition, Felicity Barry (Senior Historical Archaeologist, Specialist Services, Heritage NSW), Russell Rigby
(Hunter Living Histories, University of Newcastle) and other members of the Hunter Living Histories
provided invaluable advice and support throughout the project.
Table 1.1 Key Personnel
Position

Name

Company

Primary Excavation Director

Tim Adams

Umwelt

Secondary Excavation Director

Joshua Madden

Umwelt

Excavation Staff

Franz Reidel, Tim Adams, Ashleigh O’Sullivan, Joshua
Madden, Kirwan Williams

Umwelt

Peter Steele

CNC

Client Representatives
Program Delivery Coordinator

The Secondary Excavation Director (Joshua Madden) and/or the Primary Excavation Director (Tim Adams)
were present on site supervising all ground disturbance work and/or archaeological investigation with the
potential for impacting significant archaeological relics.

1.3

Author Identification

This report has been prepared on behalf of CNC by Tim Adams, Ashleigh O’Sullivan and Franz Reidel with
assistance and input from other members of the Umwelt archaeological team. Ian Kennedy (Manager –
Spatial & Visualisation Services) and Michael Ong (Senior Draft person) prepared the figures. Kym Reece
(Project Administrator) provided assistance throughout the preparation of the report.
The photography and any site recording was undertaken by all members of excavation team. Franz Reidel
prepared the archaeological plan in Section 3.0.
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2.0 Heritage and Archaeological Listings
2.1

Newcastle Local Environmental Plan 2012

The northern portion of Swan Street, between the west side of Swan Street and Kitchener Parade
intersection and Queen Street, is located within the Cooks Hill Heritage Conservation Area (C1) as listed in
Schedule 5, Part 2 Heritage conservation areas of the Newcastle LEP 2012.
The Cooks Hill Heritage Conservation Area is of heritage significance as:
...one of the oldest urbanised areas in Newcastle ...The suburb contains buildings that
represent all of the architectural phases of Newcastle's history...Being part of the Australian
Agricultural Company's 2000 Acre grant, Cooks Hill has the closest possible association with
that entity. For about two decades this Company, still one of the largest landowners in
Australia, did not subdivide any of its land holdings and this constrained development of Cooks
Hill until the 1860s. However even before that the Coy built huts for its workmen and so the
area began its life as a mining village in the midst of the Coys' railways and mines. When the
first land sales did occur, development was rapid along Lake Macquarie Road (Darby Street)
and eventually Blane Street (Hunter Street), which became an extension of the city's main
streets. The area is very significant from an historical perspective because it was heavily
influenced by the policies of the A.A. Coy. Its mines, its railways, and the Colliery railway serving
the Merewether district, exercise a strong physical presence (NCC nd Inventory Sheet).

2.2

Newcastle Archaeological Management Plan 1997

The Newcastle Archaeological Management Plan (NAMP – Suters Architects 1997) was prepared to give an
indication of the nature and extent of historical archaeological resources in central Newcastle and to
provide a framework to ensure historical archaeological resources are recognised and integrated into the
urban planning framework. While the NAMP has no legal status, it is a planning tool that provides an
overview of areas that require the consideration of archaeological issues in conjunction with any
development applications.
The NAMP identified nine archaeological precincts within Newcastle that define areas ‘in which a common
pattern of development has occurred and may be expected to contain an archaeological resource of some
cohesive characteristic’ (Suters Architects 1997:40). The project area is immediately outside Precinct 4 –
A.A. Co. described as being ‘the land west of Brown Street and south of Hunter Street, but also including
the narrow strip of land north of Hunter Street that was held by the company for access to the harbour
(Suters Architects Volume 1:40).
The project area is outside the study area of the AMP however the A.A. Co. ‘B’ Pit is noted as Inventory No.
1028 located at approximately 13 to 17 Brooks Street – close to the intersection of Brooks and Swan Streets
(refer to Plate 2.1). The NAMP notes that ‘the mine shaft (and perhaps a separate ventilation shaft) must
still exist, even if filled. There may be evidence of footings from the boiler house, engine house etc., in
private yards or in Brooks Street itself' (Suters Architects 1997. Inventory No. 1028). The NAMP also notes
the potential for the A.A. Co. railway leading from the pit to the harbour.
Inventory No. 1029 (AA Co. ‘C’ Pit and Surface Works) located to the southeast of Swan Street on the north
side of Bingle Street refers to the former location of the A.A. Co. C Pit; with potential evidence of mine
shafts and associated mine building footings (Suters Architects Volume 2) (refer to Plate 2.1).
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Inventory No. 1177 (NESCA Depot) refers to a large area used as a depot and/or power station by NESCA,
the semi-government power utility run by Newcastle City Council until approximately 1925 (Suters
Architects Volume 2) (refer to Plate 2.1).

Plate 2.1 Detail of NAMP Location of Indicative Archaeological Sites Plan
Approximate project area along Swan Street shaded red
© NCC 2008

2.3

Draft Newcastle Archaeological Management Plan Review 2013

The NAMP is currently being reviewed. At present the AMP Review (Higginbotham 2013) is a draft working
document and as such, the 1997 NAMP is still the current operative document. The draft AMP Review has
also been reviewed during the preparation of this report. One of the main tasks of the AMP Review was to
...identify and assess the surviving condition and significance of sites not included within the
previous study, particularly the roads, streets, parks and reserves...’ (Higginbotham 2013:
Volume 1:vi).
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The majority of the project area (being Swan Street) is within AMP Review inventory number 2176246
which comprises the block bounded by Tyrell and Brown Streets, The Terrace, Mosbri Crescent, Kitchener
Parade, Queen and Darby Streets, including parts of adjacent streets (Swan Street) (refer to Plates 2.2 and
2.3). Inventory number 2176246 includes:
The workings of the Australian Agricultural Company on this block are of state significance.
While both the B and C Pits were further south, this block was not only crossed by the mine
railways (see SHI 2176248), but also possessed other mine infrastructure, including some of the
miners cottages, or 'Colliers Village', paddocks, enclosures and dams (Higginbotham 2013:
Volume 2).
The area at the junction of Swan and Brooks Streets is also within AMP Review inventory numbers 2176248
and 2176253. Only a small portion of the Project area, located midway between Brooks Street and
Kitchener Parade, is not within an area assessed as having archaeological potential. Inventory number
2176248 includes:
The tramways and railways of the Australian Agricultural Company are of state significance. They
include the 1830s inclined tramway from the 'A' Pit, the first railway in Australia. The Australian
Agricultural Company played a primary role in the development of coal mining in New South Wales.
The mine railways closely follow the development of the mines from the A Pit in 1831 through to the
Sea Pit in 1888. The railways and the Hunter Street Bridge were dismantled in the 1920s with the
closure of these inner-city mines (Higginbotham 2013: Volume 2).
Refer to Plates 2.2 and 2.3 showing the assessed level of significance of any archaeological resource and
the assessed archaeological potential (likely surviving condition of any archaeological remains) of the
project area.
The AMP Review identifies that archaeological sites within inventory number 2176246 are likely to survive
…with part disturbance or have been destroyed by later development. The miners’ cottages and
other accommodation may have been partially disturbed by later development (Higginbotham
Volume 2:270).
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Plate 2.2 Detail of AMP Review Map 3 Surviving Condition (Archaeological Potential)
Grey shading indicates areas assessed as being partially disturbed. Pink shading indicates areas assessed as
having little disturbance. Note Swan Street (outlined in green) falls within both partially and little disturbed
areas.
© Higginbotham, 2013
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Plate 2.3 Detail of AMP Review Map 2 Significance of Archaeological Sites
Orange shading indicates areas assesses as having potential State significance archaeology. Note the
majority of Swan Street (outlined in green) falls within the State significance area.
© Higginbotham, 2013
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3.0 Historical Context
The following historical context provides a contextual history for the works undertaken in Swan Street,
Cooks Hill Newcastle. It is not a definitive history of the settlement and development of Newcastle, nor of
the development of the Newcastle harbour or foreshore.
The following section focuses on the Australian Agricultural Company (A.A. Co or Company) and coal
production; reflecting the location of the works and the nature of the archaeological remains exposed
during the project.
Research undertaken by Mark Dunn into the A.A. Co as part of the Newcastle Light Rail archaeological
investigation has been utilised throughout this section. The research and results of the Light Rail
archaeological investigations are reported in the Archaeological Report Newcastle - Light Rail (Umwelt
2020b).

3.1

Ethnohistoric Context

The wider area forms part of a landscape that was used by the traditional Aboriginal owners, the Awabakal,
for many thousands of years prior to European contact and continues to be highly valued by Aboriginal
people today. The occupation of the Newcastle area by Aboriginal people is demonstrated by the presence
of a range of archaeological sites that include evidence of varying levels of occupation and utilisation of
different landscapes and resources within the Newcastle area. Following non-Aboriginal settlement, there
are records of Aboriginal people interacting with the non-Aboriginal population in the early period of
settlement, but subsequent records are relatively rare until the modern period (Umwelt 2014a). The
Newcastle CBD was known by the Awabakal as Mulubinba.
Mulubinba is a significant place in the Awabakal cultural landscape, reflected through both the tangible
evidence of Aboriginal history (archaeological sites) and the intangible and continuing connection to
country (cultural and spiritual attachment).

3.2

Coal Seams

The Newcastle city centre area is known to be underlain by three coal seams; now referred to as the
Dudley, Yard and Borehole Seams. Notes from the Royal Commission into Mine Subsidence 1908 suggested
that the early Government mine shaft formerly located in the area of the former market reserve to the east
of Thorn Street was associated with the Yard Seam workings. However, based on current available
information the early shaft is more likely to provide access to the Dudley Seam workings and may not
extend any deeper (Douglas Partners 2008 and 2018).
The top of the Dudley Seam is understood to range in elevation in the city centre area from approximately 5 metres AHD in the east to approximately -15 metres AHD in the west. The seam ranges from
approximately 1.28 to 1.33 metres thick. The Yard Seam underlies the Dudley Seam by approximately
10 metres. The top of the Yard Seam ranges in elevation from approximately -15 metres AHD to -25 metres
AHD. The seam is approximately 900 millimetres thick. The Borehole Seam is located beneath the Yard
Seam approximately 70 to 80 metres beneath ground surface (Douglas Partners 2008).
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3.3

Coal Production

Throughout Newcastle’s period as a penal settlement, coal production remained on a small scale. Mine
labour was scarce and often utilised in other tasks. While some coal was needed for ironworking and smallscale export, timber could be used in the place of coal for most other purposes. The getting and processing
of timber is likely to have been the most successful of the pioneer industries in the Newcastle and wider
Hunter Valley area (Suters Architects 1997:13).
During the original settlement of 1801 three miners are reported as digging nine tonnes per day at Colliers’
Point. Plans to increase output by employing more miners and providing improvements such as a slab path
for carrying the coal from the mine, a properly constructed wharf and candles for use underground never
eventuated before the original settlement was abandoned.
With the establishment of the new penal settlement in 1804 Lieutenant Menzies opened a new mine, most
likely to utilise the Dudley Seam. The mine was located on the corner of present-day Brown and Church
Streets and was opened so that it could be developed and expanded in the future. However, the
accumulation of water and occurrence of faults created problems for the early mines.
The following account of the coal mines located in Newcastle at this time was given by John Platt
(a coal miner) in 1805:
The Coal mines on the sea-side of Government House Newcastle are 3½ feet thick, solid coal
and resemble those at Bushy Park, between Warrington and Prescot. The same mine is also in
Lord Derby's Park, near Prescot, called Nozeley Park. These coals are of the best quality and are
used for furnaces, malt houses, &c. being free from Sulphur.
Those at the Harbour by the Salt Pan called the New Discovery, from its being like a Delf in
Weston near Prescot in Lancashire, are of a bad quality, having as much dirt as coal, and fit for
burning bricks, fire engines... (Sydney Gazette 1805).
Until 1817 most of the coal produced would have come from the accessible Dudley and Nobby’s seams.
The original tunnels used to mine the Dudley Seam beneath the site of Fort Scratchley were kept in use
until 1817. Early coal mines likely comprised shallow gauges into visible coal seams and horizontal adits
mined deeper into the visible seams located approximately along the cliff face above Newcastle Beach
(refer to Plate 3.1).
Following 1817 the Yard seam was tapped from a mine shaft in the vicinity of the Royal Newcastle Hospital
in Watt Street. It took three years to sink the shaft to the Yard Seam. The seam was only three feet thick,
but the coal was of better quality than any previously mined at Newcastle (Turner 1997:9). It was not until
the middle of the 1800s that the borehole seam was discovered, and with it a quality of coal far superior to
anything else being mined in Newcastle (Hickey 2004).
Improvements such as the construction of a slab pathway and wharf and the use of barrows and carts
increased production however, the shortage of miners and oxen to pull the carts and the general scarcity of
tools in the settlement continued to hinder coal production in the early settlement (Suters Architects
1997, 14).
An important source of information from this early period of Newcastle’s development is John Armstrong’s
1830s Plan of the Town of Newcastle in New South Wales. Armstrong was a surveyor who produced a
highly detailed map of Newcastle stretching across the new government town to the A.A. Co grant (refer to
Section 3.4). The map provides precise detail of all extant buildings and streets in the town at the time,
including the original ‘sandy shoreline’ and ‘high water mark’ just north of current Bond Street and
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Stevenson Street (refer to Plate 3.2). The plan also indicates the location of a coal pit noted as being the
‘Present Govt Pit’ (refer to Plate 3.3). The 1830s plan is described as being a
Plan of the Town of Newcastle in New South Wales, showing its present State with part of the
adjoining County and The Coal Works of The Australian Agricultural Company, from a Careful Survey
in 1830, by Jn. Armstrong
A government coal mine shaft dating to the early nineteenth century is known to have been located in the
vicinity of the former market reserve to the east of Thorn Street in the current CBD, as indicated on
Armstrong’s plan. The exact location of the shaft is unclear as a result of inaccuracies with the early maps,
however it is likely to have been located north of Laing Street, near present Thorn Street. The pit remains
on plans through the mid-nineteenth century (refer to Plate 3.4).
The coal shaft is likely to have been used until 1830 when government mine works ended in the city centre.
The coal mined from this pit may have first been discovered in 1797 during Lieutenant Shortland’s search
for escaped convicts. The ‘Market Square Coals’ are reported by Huntington, in an account prepared for a
court appearance (noting that the account prepared by Huntington has numerous historical errors), to have
been raised in 1801:
On June 14th, 1801, she was loaded with ‘Freshwater Bay coals’, The mine being on what is
now the Market Reserve (Huntington nd).
With the closure of the penal station in 1823, coal mines continued to operate using convict labour and
under government control. However, the method of extraction had been and remained rudimentary. The
coal seam was accessed via adits, running directly into the mine, with coal being mined by hand and moved
underground by barrow, as it was on the surface until 1810 when two tip carts were introduced. By 1814
the wheels on the carts were in such bad repair that the operation was threatened. The first shafts were
not sunk until 1817 but no coal extracted for two years as the shaft was built. Men were lowered in and
coal removed by windlass, while ventilation was a constant issue. Even when repaired, the lack of oxen to
draw them still limited production, while the coal itself was hand loaded onto waiting ships further
reducing effectiveness. Water in the mine was collected behind dams and then bailed by the convicts, with
no steam engines or pumps made available.
Since 1820 there had been recommendations to lease the mines to private interests, however successive
governors had resisted due to a lack of suitable individuals who could run them effectively. In 1825 the
issue was solved in London, when the Colonial Office agreed to lease the mines and other coal land at
Newcastle to the A.A. Co for a period of 31 years, with the Crown being allotted 1/20 of the coal extracted.
As part of the agreement no other company or individual would be permitted to mine coal without the
colonial office’s permission, effectively handing the A.A. Co a monopoly on the mining industry.
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Plate 3.1 Detail of Lieutenant Jeffries survey of Part of Hunter’s River
This 1816 dated chart shows the end of High Street (George Street – current Watt Street) and the wharf
with coal yards on the east side of High Street and a road leading to ‘coal mines’. The coal mines likely
comprised shallow gauges into visible coal seams and horizontal adits mined deeper into the visible seams
located approximately along the cliff face above Newcastle Beach.
© State Library of NSW
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Plate 3.2 Armstrong’s 1830s Plan of Newcastle in NSW
© National Library of New Zealand
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‘Present Govt Coal Pit’

Plate 3.3 Detail of Armstrong’s 1830s Plan of Newcastle in NSW
Detail approximately shows the current CBD area between Watt Street in the east and what would become
Thorn Street to the west.
Note the ‘Present Govt Coal Pit’
© National Library of New Zealand
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Coal Pit

Plate 3.4 Detail of 1845/1846 Plan of the City of Newcastle
Detail shows government coal mine shaft (‘Coal Pit’) in the area reserved for the Market Place
© Newcastle Region Library Local Studies Section LHMB 333.3/16
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3.4

Australian Agricultural Company

The A.A. Co had not been established as a mining company, but rather had been created via an Act of the
British Parliament in 1824 to undertake the ‘Cultivation and Improvement of Waster Lands in the Colony of
New South Wales’. They had been granted a vast agricultural estate centred on Port Stephens and the
country to the northwest, with mining a secondary afterthought. Having read the reports of the
Commissioner John Thomas Bigge into the workings of the Colony of NSW in 1820 and noted his
recommendation for private firms to run the coal mines, the A.A. Co had approached the Colonial Office
with the intention to export the coal to India for use by the East India Company’s steamships, a number of
whose directors also sat on the A.A. Co board.
In 1825 the Company had the government mines inspected in preparation for their taking over control. The
first Annual Report noted that the demand for coal in the colony was increasing, and exports had already
been made from Newcastle to India, the Isle of France (Mauritius) and to South America with profits to be
made. It was believed that the operation could be run effectively without interfering with the Company’s
main enterprise, wool from its Port Stephens holdings. To begin preparations on the ground, in July 1826,
the Company’s officer in charge of the coal department, John Henderson, sailed from England accompanied
by assistants and adequate supply of steam engines and machinery. Henderson arrived in January 1827 and
was to work with the local Colonial Committee of the Company, led by John MacArthur and his son in law
James Bowman.
Although the first lease of 500 acres was secured at Newcastle in 1827, Henderson was worried that the
harbour was not suitable for vessels engaged in export. Henderson’s concerns, coupled with a survey
finding no coal on the company estate at Port Stephens, the continuing operation of the government mines
at Newcastle and the reported discovery of coal on the Ganges River in India led the Colonial Committee to
recommend the suspension of any proposed mining. Henderson in turn returned to England at the end of
1827, coming back to Newcastle in May 1830.
In 1829 Sir Edward Parry arrived from England to take over the interests of the company in NSW. Following
new negotiations, Parry was able to secure a further 1500 acres of coal land promised to the Company and
begin preparations to start the mines. The lease included surface rights, which stretched from the
waterfront west of Brown Street and mineral rights which extended under part of the town grid
(see Plate 3.5) (Umwelt 2020b).
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Plate 3.5 Approximately 1834 dated survey showing the area of the A.A. Co leases
The survey shows the mineral rights lease running under the town ground with the surface lease west of
Brown Street
© A.A. Co Collection, NBAC DO131

3.5

A.A. Co A Pit and Railway

In early 1831, six years after the Company had first become involved, mining began under their direction at
Newcastle. Henderson had surveyed the seams in Newcastle and a shaft was sunk near the corner of Brown
and Church Streets, known as “A Pit”. This shaft mined the Yard Seam, named after the thickness of the
coal. By June two shafts had been sunk, with an adit also driven into the hillside for the removal of water in
the mine and a wharf built on the harbour. Steam engines were set up at the shaft to wind the coal up from
the workings below which was then loaded into waiting wagons. When the wagons were full, they were
sent down to the wharf via an inclined plane and level railway that ran atop a timber trestle to the wharf
(refer to Plates 3.6 and 3.7). A single hammer blow on a lever at the base of the wagon released the coal
into the ships hold before two more wagons would descend and in doing so would cause the empties to
return back to the mine shaft, with the steam engine acted to winch them back to the pit head. In
December 1831, the original wharf was replaced as the timbers had been eaten out by marine worm. The
new wharf and new incline were opened on 10 December 1831, with a load of coal being taken on by the
steamer Sophia Jane.
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The Sydney Gazette described the works soon after opening noting the railway was an iron track that ran
330 yards (302 metres), 105 yards being on an inclined plane from the pit and running on a double track,
with the remainder being almost dead level out to the wharf. The full wagons were lowered down the
incline in pairs tethered to a rope which passed around a large wheel at one end and which was tied to
empty wagons at the other, thus allowing the weight of the full to pull up the empty. Once at the bottom of
the incline, the wagons were untied and pushed by hand along the track to the waiting ships where the coal
was tipped into their holds. The incline was formed by a bank of earth coated with sods on both sides to
bind it, while the level rail was supported on a wooden frame of solid timber, elevated between 10 and 14
feet (3-4 metres) above the ground. At the crossing point of the Maitland Road, which ran beneath the
trestle, there was a manual drawbridge that could be operated by one man to allow loaded carts to pass
along the road (Umwelt 2020b).

Plate 3.6 Detail of Crown Plan 64-663
The plan is drawn from a survey in 1834 showing A Pit (Shown as ‘e’ on plan) with steam engine and pit (1),
workshop (2), engineers residence (3), coal yard (4) inclined plane and railroad (5) and wharf (6)
© Land and Property Information (LPI)
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Plate 3.7 Coal Works at Newcastle NSW
Drawing is by Isabella Louisa Parry dated between 1830 to 1834. Note the A Pit on The Hill, the gravity
dependant rail line with wagons moving along it and the timber trestle to the harbour with the ‘road
leading to Maitland’ (as noted on reverse of drawing) passing underneath. An Aboriginal camp is depicted
in the foreground, hinting at an ongoing occupation by Aboriginal people of the Newcastle area. The ship in
the harbour is named as the ‘Sophia Jane, steamer’.
© Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge

3.6

A. A. Co B and C Pits

As coal demand rose in the colony, production at Newcastle was increased with the sinking of a new shaft
in 1837. This shaft, the “B” Pit, was sunk primarily to allow better ventilation and drainage of the colliery,
although coal was also later found there. A Company report stated
...the boilers are set, the engine is in a state of erection, and a reservoir is being sunk at the
bottom of the shaft, intended to collect water from the workings of the old pit (Murray 2014).
In December 1839 members of the United States Exploring Expedition visited Newcastle; their descriptions
of the A Pit (the ‘older’ pit) and the B Pit (the ‘newer’ pit) included:
…there are two coal pits, one on the hill, the other in the valley. The former is the older and has
been worked for about eight years…The work is all performed by convicts, who after digging
the coal out, take it in small carriages on railways, which pass to the shaft, where it is raised by
steam-power…The average quantity of coal produced is sixty tonnes a day, which is piled up
near the mouth of the pit, and thence sent to the pier on a railway, where it is shipped to
Sydney, Van Diemen’s Land, and even to the Cape of Good Hope…The new shaft in the valley is
only sixty feet deep, the difference in the two being the height of the hill (Murray 2014).
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B Pit was located to the southwest of the current junction of Brooks Street and Swan Street; likely in the
vicinity of 13 to 17 Brooks Street. Associated with the pit a ‘Colliery Village’ comprising miners houses was
established close by (refer to Section 3.8). B Pit was centred on the shaft in current Brooks Street and
would also have had an engine / winding house, boiler house, headframe, coal loading bins, and railway
tracks over a wider area around the shaft.
The coal from the B Pit was sent to the port, also along a gravitational railway connecting with the 1831
railway from the A Pit. The B Pit was very wet, thought to be as a result of the workings being
developed beneath the ancient bed of the Hunter River and towards the dip of the Yard Seam (Campbell
2009).
The future looked bright for the company, with the launching of new steam ships in Sydney requiring coal
and the announcement of the formation of the Australian Gas Light Company (1836) in Sydney which
would require coal for their operations. However, the proposed cessation of transportation of convicts to
NSW was viewed as a potential threat to the company profits, as they would soon be required to hire
workers to operate the mines.
In 1839 Phillip Parker King (commissioner of the A.A. Co for ten years from 1839 during which time the
Company transitioned from mainly convict to mainly free labourers) asked for ‘free’ miners to be sent out
to Newcastle’s mines. As a result, the A.A. Co, contracted four groups of free miners from England who
were sent out in the Richard Webb (1840), Hero of Malown (1841), Emerald Isle (1841) and the Aden
(1842). The free immigrant miners would likely have been single men or with wives and families.
Table 3.1 indicates the changing nature of the miners during this time; indicating convicts still worked in
the A.A. Co mines after the transportation of convicts ceased in 1840.
Table 3.1 Miner numbers from A.A. Co annual reporting
Year

Convict

Tickets-of-leave

Free

1837

122

1838

109

1839

95

1842

84

1845

31

28

40

1846

14

36

50

68

(From Murray 2014)

With a new large steamship operating from the town, another almost launched and a third under
construction, coal output continued to grow. An increase in the selling price covered the new wages bill,
while the increasing demand saw the company build a new railway and the first of the large timber
staithes’ that extended into the harbour for the loading of ships in 1841. This replaced the earlier 1831
trestle and wharf. By 1843 the railway could run ten wagons down to the wharf at a time (Umwelt 2020b).
A new shaft, the C Pit was sunk in 1841 at the rise of the Yard Seam near the hilltop above A Pit; with a new
steam engine and engine house in progress and another inclined plane commenced. It was hoped this pit
would ease the water problem, for all three pits would be connected underground. The B Pit could then be
maintained as a pumping shaft, allowing operations at the A Pit to cease. Lowering the C Pit was initiated
early to make use of the last of the government’s offer of cheap convict labour.
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The elevated C Pit site provided enough height for another inclined-plane railway, similar to that used at the
A Pit, to be installed. Wagon trains from the C Pit would feed onto an extended gravitational railway to reach
the port (Campbell 2009).
The C Pit reached the Yard Seam in April 1843, at a depth of 67 metres (220 feet), with the inclined-plane
railway reported as being formed by this time also. Reports of the C Pit coming into full operation were not
made until after the A Pit was exhausted in July 1846. In the mid-1850s the C Pit mine closed because of
severe geological difficulties (Campbell 2009).

3.7

A.A. Co Monopoly and Sub-Division

As coal prices increased and more steam ships and steam engines came into use, in the 1840s a number of
colonial businessmen began to challenge the A.A. Co monopoly with proposed mines. The first that went
into production was located on the land of Reverend Lancelot Threlkeld at Ebenezer, with the first cargo
going to Sydney in 1841. Although Ebenezer was not a major competitor, it opened the way for others. In
East Maitland James Brown opened a mine to supply coal to the Hunter River Steam Navigation Company
in approximately 1844, and although challenged in court by the A.A. Co and subject to protracted legal
challenge, the new mine remained. In 1847 the coal agreement drawn up with the A.A. Co in 1825 was
terminated, with the company agreeing to end the contract on the condition that they could also sell part
of their estates. The sales allowed new operators to open mines in the district and opened the way for
subdivision of portions of their estate along Blane (Hunter Street West) and Darby Streets. Both streets
were named after officials of the A.A. Co (Umwelt 2020b).
The population of the area grew; although the A.A. Co were still the largest owner of property with 202
allotments listed as being owned by the Company’s Superintendent in 1861. The majority of these were
along Darby Street.
Subdivision in the early 1850s included the extension of Hunter Street, then known as Blane Street and
named after the deputy governor of the A.A. Co. This first sale included Section A, facing the main road
inland (Blane Street). Much of the land here was taken up for commercial use with attached residential
development. Sections B, C, G, H, I, J, K L and M extended south for residential lots in what was to become
Newcastle West and Cooks Hill.
By 1901 the Cooks Hill Sea Pit (to the south of the former B Pit) was the A.A. Co’s only remaining Newcastle
working pit. The Sea Pit closed on 20 October 1916 when mine workings ‘had approached a state of
exhaustion’. Although the Company had been subdividing its Newcastle East and West estates since the
1850, the Company still held many acres of undeveloped land with approximately 1,000 acres of unsold
land remaining at the beginning of the twentieth century. The subdivision of much of this unsold land
required the reclamation of swampy and low-lying land in addition to sand drift reclamation from the Darby
Street area.
Sand drifts continued to cause problems along Darby Street well into the 1890s. The Newcastle Morning
Herald and Miner’s Advocate reported in 1879 that:
…it must be apparent to all that the cost of removing the sand by carts will, in time; eat up the
whole of the Municipal revenue; and, therefore, some other mode of dealing with the nuisance
than that at present adopted must be tried. Great complaints have been made by the property
holders against the Municipal Council, for not making and improving the roads and streets in
the locality where the sand is encroaching.
Much of the sand was utilised by the Company to fill the swampy low-lying ground prior to selling and
subdivision or the other way round.
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3.8

Miners Cottages

As discussed in Section 3.6 the A.A. Co are reported to have constructed miners cottages near to the new B
Pit in 1838. The construction of the cottages appears to have been in preparation for the approaching end
of the transportation of convicts and the need to house ‘free’ miners (Murray 2014). Convicts did however
continue to work in the A.A. Co mines in the 1840s; with convict miners making up the majority of those
working in A.A. Co pits (refer to Table 2.1). The cottages (also known as Pitt or Pit Row) near B Pit,
anticipated as being needed by the Company, would likely have housed the free miners (Watson 2014 and
Australian Dictionary of Biography nd).
The cottages are reported to have comprised
…a number of joined cottages near the present site of the Electricity Supply Depot, and also a
few detached cottages in what is now Swan Street (Murray 2014).
Early mapping (for example an 1851 Admiralty Map) shows a number of free-standing houses labelled as
being part of a ‘Colliery Village’ comprising two rows of houses; one adjacent to B Pit and one alongside the
Company’s rail line to C Pit (refer to Plate 3.8). The row of cottages near B Pit are shown on an 1853 sketch
of Newcastle by G.F Angus (refer to Plates 3.9 to 3.10). The 1853 sketch appears to show a row of ‘joined’
two storey cottages with a free-standing house at the eastern end and two larger free-standing houses
perpendicular to the end of the B Pit row. The sketch also shows a long narrow building potentially
alongside the rail line to the C Pit; in the same location as the row of houses alongside the rail line to the C
Pit shown on the 1851 map (refer to Plates 3.8 to 3.10).
The 1850-1857 map of A.A. Co sub-divisions shows a similar arrangement of houses; ‘Pit Row’ (comprising
free standing houses) and the long narrow building alongside the rail line to C Pit (refer to Plates 3.11 to
3.12). As discussed in Murray 2004 and Higginbotham 2013, the long narrow building may have been a
barracks like building to house the miners; as a number of miners in the Company’s pits were still convict
the building may have housed the convicts. Or the increasing number of free immigrant miners shipped out
to work in Newcastle’s mines. Men with families may have been housed in Pit Row, with single men in the
barracks building. Higginbotham 2013 notes ‘a possible barrack block on the site of the previous cottages’ in
discussion of the 1850-1857 map regarding the long narrow building alongside the rail line to C Pit.
An 1874 engraving providing a ‘birds eye view of Newcastle’ also shows ‘Pit Row’ (comprising free standing
houses) adjacent to B Pit with a row of privies to the north of the cottages (refer to Plate 3.13). While the
perspective of the image is deceiving, it also appears to show a row of joined cottages closer to the town,
which may indicate the larger barracks like building. Plate 3.14 provides an undated photograph of Cooks
Hill clearly showing ‘Pit Row’ with the privies to the north. Some versions of the photograph are named Sea
Pit Homes at Cooks Hill’ dated to the 1890s; suggesting the cottages housed miners from other pits
following the closure of B and C Pits. The Sea Pit did not close until 1916 (refer to Section 3.6).
The Knaggs Plan Series of the Port of Newcastle comprise a series of plans published as part of the
Newcastle nautical almanac, directory and guide to the Port of Newcastle from surveys conducted of the
harbour. They comprised a series of plans from 1880 till 1895 primarily focused on the harbour rather than
landscape features and the changing nature of the built form of the growing city (Gionni Di Gravio 2019).
The 1880 to 1883 plans all show the miners cottages adjacent to B Pit with the same lay out as earlier plans
(refer to Plate 3.15). The next available Knaggs plan (dated 1887 - refer to Plate 3.16) does not show the
cottages present at that time, although B Pit is still indicated.
In 1890 the Survey Section of the Land Department was commissioned by the Hunter District Water Board
to a series of large-scale plans of urban Newcastle for planning purposes. The first plans were produced in
1894 and show detailed footprints of buildings present at the time. Some of the plans were later revised to
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reflect an approximately 1920 footprint. The plans cover a large portion of Newcastle, from the east end as
far west as Lambton, providing accurate information of all buildings (and other features such as wells and
cisterns) present at the time (Russell Rigby 2019). The plans for the Cooks Hill area show a large A.A. Co.
dam, the mine railway running along the alignment of Brookes Street and the A.A. Co. Sea Pit structures.
No miners houses are shown and the area between present Brookes Street and High Street, Cooks Hill is
shown as being unmapped / not sub-divided / vacant of structures. The buildings associated with the Sea
Pit to the south of the former B Pit still present at this time include the Pit Shaft and attached Shed, several
Engine Rooms, Chimneys, Boiler House, Stables and Stores (refer to Plates 3.17 to 3.19). Plate 3.20
provides an image showing the locations of the various A.A. Co pits.

3.8.1

Pit Row

In 1921 the memories of Mrs Ellen Tudor, then considered the ‘oldest resident of Hamilton’, who at the age
of three had accompanied her father (one of the Company’s ‘free miners’), mother and six siblings aboard
the Hero of Malown, were reported in a Newcastle Herald article. The family lived in ‘Pit Row’.
…The family took up their residence in Pit Row near Darby Street. In the course of a reminiscent
chat over her experiences of those far-away times, Mrs Tudor related that her parents were
given a nice brick house to live in. ‘It was a lovely brick house’…there were two rooms, one
above the other. To go upstairs there was a ladder, and you came down by the ladder…it was a
lovely hose, that in Pit Row (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 1921).
A portion of one of the cottages was exposed during excavation of a new stormwater trench across Swan
Street on the south eastern side of the Swan Street / Kitchener Parade intersection (refer to Section 4.0).
Newspaper articles from the period paint a contrasting picture of Pit Row to that described by Mrs Ellen
Tudor in 1921, and also suggest dates of use and demolition. There are reports of incidents of armed
robbery, violence, deaths ‘under very suspicious circumstances’ and ‘Bacchanalian orgies’:
When one reads a sensational description of Bacchanalian orgies in Pit Row or New Lambton,
in the local Press, it is put down to want of education and religious instruction (Newcastle
Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 26 June 1878).
By the 1880’s buildings associated with the B Pit and the mining settlement were no longer being used for
their intended purpose:
The deceased was named Alice White, alias Alice McGinuess, and was a woman of little
character, living in an old engine-house at Pit Row. She had been drinking heavily at intervals
for some time previous to her decease (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate16
February 1880).
In 1882 a local news report discusses the demolition of Pit Row:
The work of demolishing the dilapidated tumble-down row of rookeries for a generation past
known as " Pit Row," off Darby-street, has at length been accomplished’. This row of dens had
for years been recognised as the lowest locality in Newcastle and are now agreeably
conspicuous by their absence (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 20 December
1882).
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However, some of the buildings associated with Pit Row evidently weren’t demolished by 1882 as in 1886:
Alderman Laing drew attention…to the fact that in a ruined house in the Pit Row a number of
youths and boys assemble in on Sunday to gamble. He had occasion to pass that way last
Sunday and saw a number of lads congregated there for that purpose, and he thought that the
attention of Mr. Gregson, of the A.A Co., and also of the police, should be called to this state of
things (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 26 October 1886).
Pit Row buildings were apparently still standing in 1901 with an article describing that
Adjacent to Brook Street and abutting the line of the Australian Agricultural Company to the
Sea Pit there Is left a specimen of English village architecture, ones familiarly known as Pit Row
(Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 20 September 1901).
A couple of months later a news story reported that
The occupants of the cottages near the Borehole Colliery, known as the "Pit Row," have been
given notices to quit (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 28 November 1901).
It is likely that what remained of Pit Row was demolished soon after in late 1901 or early 1902.

Plate 3.8 Detail of 1851 Admiralty Map
Full title: Australia, East Coast, Newcastle Harbour / surveyed by Captain J.L. Stokes, R.N. 1851; engraved by
J. & C. Walker.
‘Collier Village’ is shown beside B Pit and the A.A. Co. railway. Note the two rows of houses, one by B Pit
and one alongside the Company’s rail line to the C Pit. The map shows the A.A. Co. land outside the CBD
prior to subdivision; with Brown Street still forming the western extent of the town
© National Library of Australia
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Plate 3.9 Detail of 1853 G.F. Angas sketch of Newcastle NSW
Detail shows the area that became Cooks Hill. B pit with the row of miners’ houses in the centre and C Pit on the hill left of image.
© National Library of Australia / Hunter Living Histories
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Plate 3.10 Detail of 1853 G.F. Angas sketch of Newcastle NSW
Detail shows the row of two-story miners’ houses near B Pit. Note the long narrow barracks-like building on the right
© National Library of Australia / Hunter Living Histories
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A Pit

‘Collier Village’

B Pit

C Pit

Plate 3.11 Detail of Newcastle, the A.A. Co subdivisions, 1850-1857
Refer to Plate 3.12 for detail. The plan shows the A, B and C Pits as well as the mine railways (in green), the
‘Collier Village’ and proposed sub-divisions.
© National Library of Australia
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Barracks building?

B Pit and
Engine House

Miner’s houses

C Pit

Plate 3.12 Detail of Newcastle, the A.A. Co subdivisions, 1850-1857
Shows B Pit and Engine House, miner’s houses, C pit, the rail lines (in green) and new allotments and roads being laid out to the east of Darby Street. Note the
row of houses alongside the rail line to C Pit is now shown as one long building; possibly the barracks like building in the G.F. Angas sketch (refer to Plate 2.9)
© National Library of Australia
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B Pit

Row of miners
houses and privies

Barracks-like building?

Plate 3.13 Detail of 1874 engraving of Newcastle
Full title: Newcastle, birds eye view, 1874 / drawn by A.C. Cooke, engraved by S. Calvert.
Detail shows the row of miners cottages, B Pit cottages and possibly the barracks-like building
© State Library of NSW
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Plate 3.14 Undated photograph of Cooks Hill Newcastle NSW
View is to west. Row of miners’ houses right of image. The copy held at Newcastle Libraries is named ‘Sea Pit Homes at Cooks Hill’ dated to the 1890s
© Hunter Living Histories, University of Newcastle
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Plate 3.15 Detail of 1883 dated Plan of the Port of Newcastle
The 1880 to 1883 dated Knaggs Plans of the Port of Newcastle all show the Miners Cottages adjacent to the
B Pit. The next available Knaggs plan (dated 1887 refer to Plate 3.16) does not show the cottages.
© Cultural Collections, University of Newcastle
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Plate 3.16 Detail of 1887 dated Plan of the Port of Newcastle
The 1887 dated Knaggs Plan of the Port of Newcastle is the next available plan after the 1883 plan provided
as Plate 3.15. Note that while the ‘Miners Cottages’ are now longer shown B Pit is shown and remains on
the Knaggs plans until the final plan dated 1895.
© Cultural Collections, University of Newcastle
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A.A. Co Railway

A.A. Co Dam – current
Nesca Park area

A.A. Co Sea Pit structures

Plate 3.17 Detail of 1896 Hunter District Water Board Plans
The area bound by the line of Pit Street to the north, Brookes Street to the west Tooke Street and Memorial
Drive to the south and High Street to the east is shown as being vacant or unsurveyed. No miners cottages
or evidence of the B and C Pits is indicated
© Cultural Collections, University of Newcastle
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A.A. Co Railway

A.A. Co Dam – current
Nesca Park area

A.A. Co Sea Pit structures

Plate 3.18 Detail of 1896 Hunter District Water Board Plans
Detail shows area between Darby Street to the west and High Street to the east.
© Cultural Collections, University of Newcastle
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Plate 3.19 Detail of 1896 Plans showing Sea Pit Structures
The railway is along the current Brook Street alignment. The buildings include the Pit Shaft and attached
Shed, several Engine Rooms, Chimneys, Boiler House, Stables and Stores.
© Cultural Collections, University of Newcastle
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Plate 3.20 Detail of Map of Newcastle Estate, Australian Agricultural Co
© Cultural Collections, University of Newcastle

3.9

Cooks Hill

The Cooks Hill area was part of the 2000 acre grant to the A.A. Co on the western edge of the early
Newcastle settlement. The first subdivision of A.A. Co land in the early 1850s included the extension of
Hunter Street, then known as Blane Street. New coal mines and their associated villages also began to
appear. The mines shipped coal through the Port of Newcastle, contributing to its development and
fostering commerce in Newcastle itself. The company operated ten collieries within the Newcastle area.
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The first development in the Cooks Hill area was the commercial development on Lake Macquarie Road
(now Darby Street) which was one of the few public access roads through A.A. Co land. A number of small
residential lots were also bought by A.A. Co coal miners who worked the nearby mines. These lots generally
comprised small blocks of land established around a street pattern aligned to the A.A. Co railways. As such,
the location of the A.A. Co mines and railways influenced the layout of roads and parks and affected the
form of the residential and commercial development in the Cooks Hill area (Umwelt 2017).
Newcastle was officially proclaimed a municipality on 7 June 1859 and comprised three wards:
•

City ward – with boundaries of Perkins Street in the west and Church Street to the south

•

Honeysuckle ward – extending from Perkins west with Laman Street as its southern boundary

•

Macquarie ward (including Cooks Hill) – the area south of Perkins and Laman Streets.

Rather than remaining as a separate mining town like Merewether and Hamilton, Cooks Hill was
incorporated into the municipality of Newcastle as part (or all of) the Macquarie Ward in 1859.
A fourth ward (Belmore) was added in 1871-1872. With the powers of local government, the hope was that
issues such as the provision of roads, streets, bridges and public parks for recreation would be addressed
(Murray 2014:87).
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4.0 Archaeological Investigation
Archaeological monitoring was undertaken of the Swan Street reconstruction works considered to have the
potential to expose archaeological remains. As discussed in Section 1.0, the main components of
archaeological monitoring were undertaken in March 2018, March/April 2019, July 2019 and January 2020.
Timing of archaeological monitoring was dependant on the nature and location of project works. The civil
construction works in Swan Street were completed 30 June 2020.
As a result of the narrow linear nature of the impacts within the project area, the limited number of
archaeological finds and considering the approximately 400 metres of roadway being reconstructed context
numbers were not assigned specific to archaeological finds. Rather each archaeological find is described
below in accordance to the nature of the find and its location. In general, the archaeological works
comprised only monitoring, with no discernible archaeological stratigraphy exposed requiring stratigraphic
archaeological excavation.
This Section discusses the monitoring and its archaeological results. Select photographs are provided within
each sub-section. The photographic catalogue is provided as Appendix 6. The photographs themselves are
provided with the submission of this report to Heritage NSW, in accordance with electronic submission
requirements. High resolution jpegs and RAW images are stored on Umwelt’s file server.

4.1

Background

The upgrade works comprised the full boundary to boundary reconstruction of the Swan Street road
reserve, including piped drainage, road pavement, footpath paving and fig tree removal. Works undertaken
throughout the project included:
•

Installation of a new drainage system to improve management of stormwater

•

Installation of an extensive subsoil drainage system to manage underground stream flows

•

Replacement or relocation of power, water, gas, sewer and communications infrastructure

•

Kerb, gutter and footpath reconstruction

•

Road base reconstruction and new asphalt

•

Planting of new street trees.

The works with the potential to expose archaeological remains in general comprised the deeper trench
excavations for the piped drainage and utilities.
Archaeological monitoring exposed an area of former sandstone road make up beneath Brooks Street
(refer to Section 4.3) and a small section of the base of two approximately east to west aligned brick
footings and a section of associated timber floor of one of the former miners houses (refer to Section 4.4).
The remains were covered with the brick demolition rubble of the former dwelling.
No other significant archaeological remains were exposed during project works.
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4.2

Trenches

Trench depths and widths varied with the majority of trenches along the north and south edges of the road
(within pavement and road verge areas) being between 600 to 800 millimetres wide and 600 to
700 millimetres depth. Where existing active utilities were present trenches were excavated deeper (up to
1.10 metres) to install new conduits beneath the existing active ones.
A typical excavated section through the trenches comprised:
•

500 millimetres pavement and mixed bedding fill

•

200 millimetres stiff light brown clay fill

•

200 millimetres dark grey silty clay with occasional sandstone brick fragments (particularly adjacent to
39 Swan Street [north side of Swan Street east of Kitchener Parade intersection] where a small patch of
occasional broken mixed sand stock bricks were located directly above natural at 700 millimetres
depth).
This level is considered likely to have been the early / original level of topsoil and the ground surface of
the historical landscape. On average along Swan Street this original topsoil level varied between
approximately 800 millimetres to 1 metre below present road surface. With the exception of the south
side of Swan Street east of the Kitchener Parade intersection where a natural rock shelf rose sharply to
approximately 500 millimetres below current road surface.

•

natural clay which varied from stuff pale brown clay to dark grey silty clay to yellow buff clay.

The trenches and associated pits required to install the new drainage system across the Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade intersection were by necessity wider and deeper; up to 1.5 metres width and 2.5 metres
depth.
Table 4.1 provides general photographs of the excavation of trenches along Swan Street.
Table 4.1 General monitoring
Photographs – monitoring of trench excavation

View to south, south side of Swan Street between
Brookes Street and Kitchener Parade (DSC4347).
Deep stormwater trench.
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View to southwest - section of trench south side of
Swan Street between Brookes Street and Kitchener
Parade (DSC4349)
Note layer of dark grey silty clay above natural.
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Photographs – monitoring of trench excavation

View to northeast - section of trench south side of
Swan Street between Brookes Street and Kitchener
Parade (DSC4375).
Note layer of dark grey silty clay with occasional
sandstock brick fragments above natural.

View to northeast - section of trench south side of
Swan Street northside of Swan Street and Kitchener
Parade intersection (DSC4442).

View to northeast - section of trench south side of
Swan Street between Brookes Street and Kitchener
Parade (DSC4397).
Note layer of dark grey silty clay above natural.

View to southeast north side of Swan Street showing
shallower subsoil drainage system trench excavation
(DSC4388)

Note rising level of bedrock (base of trench) south side
of Swan Street from the intersection of Kitchener
Parade east
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Photographs – monitoring of trench excavation

View to northeast, north side of Swan Street showing
shallower subsoil drainage system trench excavation
subsoil drainage system (DSC4423)

View to northwest north side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade intersection (DSCN4336)

View to southwest - section north side of Swan Street
east of Kitchener Parade intersection (DSCN4344).

View to northeast - section north side of Swan Street
east of Kitchener Parade intersection (DSCN4380).

Scale = 500 millimetres

Note layer of dark grey silty clay with occasional
sandstock brick fragments at base of trench above
natural.
Scale = 1 metre
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Photographs – monitoring of trench excavation

View to southeast north side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade intersection (DSCN4405).

View to southeast north side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade intersection (DSCN4413)

Note dense root disturbance in location of removed fig
tree

View to southeast south side of Swan Street /
Kitchener Parade intersection (IMG_2075)
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View to southeast south side of Swan Street /
Kitchener Parade intersection (IMG_2084)
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Photographs – monitoring of trench excavation

View to northeast south side of Swan Street /
Kitchener Parade intersection (IMG_2068).
Scale = 1 metre

View to southeast south side of Swan Street /
Kitchener Parade intersection (IMG_2079)
Note rising level of bedrock south side of Swan Street
from the intersection of Kitchener Parade east

View to southeast south side of Swan Street /
Kitchener Parade intersection showing bedrock
(IMG_2097).

View to southeast south side of Swan Street /
Kitchener Parade intersection showing bedrock
(IMG_2104)

Scale = 1 metre
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4.3

Brooks Street Sandstone Road Foundation

Evidence of what is likely sandstone road foundation (pitching) associated with the nineteenth century
formalisation of Brooks Street and / or early twentieth century formalisation of Swan Street was exposed at
the intersection of Brooks and Swan Streets. The pieces of sandstone were effectively flat lying sandstone
rubble (very roughly dressed rectangular pieces at best), rather than dressed laid sandstone blocks, with no
consistency in size (refer to Table 4.2).
Pitching was part of a method of road construction developed in Britain by Thomas Telford (1757-1834)
involving a foundation of shaped paving stones overlaid with smaller stones then surfaced with gravel
(AMAC 2016:14). Council records indicate that road surfaces of gravel over a pitched foundation were being
constructed in the Newcastle CBD at end of nineteenth century. Other examples have been exposed in the
Newcastle area; for example, along Watt Street, Brown Street and Council Street (AMAC 2016, Umwelt
2019c and Umwelt 2020c).
The sandstone road foundation is further discussed in Sections 5.0 and 6.0.
Table 4.2 Brooks Street Road Foundation Photographs
Sandstone road foundation

View to southeast showing Brooks Street sandstone
road foundation (IMG_2183).
Scale = 500 millimetres
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View to southeast showing Brooks Street sandstone
road foundation (IMG_2185).
Scale = 500 millimetres
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Sandstone road foundation

View to southeast showing Brooks Street sandstone
road foundation (IMG_2187)

View to southeast showing Brooks Street sandstone
road foundation (IMG_2190).

Scale = 500 millimetres

Scale = 500 millimetres

View to southeast showing removal of Brooks Street
sandstone road foundation (IMG_2201)

View to southeast showing removal of Brooks Street
sandstone road foundation (IMG_2204)

Scale = 1 metre

Scale = 1 metre
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Sandstone road foundation

View to northeast showing section following removal
of Brooks Street sandstone road foundation
(IMG_2207)

View to northeast showing section following removal
of Brooks Street sandstone road foundation
(IMG_2215)

Scale = 1 metre

4.4

Miner’s House

Two deep stormwater trenches were excavated across Swan Street; immediately east of the Swan Street
and Kitchener Parade intersection (refer to Plates 4.1 and 4.2). The western trench comprised the
replacement of existing drainage with a new concrete stormwater pipe. The eastern trench consisted of a
new trench measuring approximately 1.3 metres wide (at the base); it was stepped out at the road level for
safety.
Both the eastern and western trench are discussed below. The archaeological remains are further discussed
in Sections 5.0 and 6.0.
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Archaeological evidence of miner’s
house exposed in this stormwater trench

Plate 4.1 Detail overlay of 1850-1857 A.A. Co subdivision mapping.
Detail shows the full ‘Pit Row’ and where the excavated stormwater trenches (in blue) were assessed as potentially being in the location of the former miner’s
houses.
The location of the trench where archaeological evidence of one of the houses is shown
© National Library of Australia, Higginbotham 2013, Newcastle City Council 2017.
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Miner’s house remains were
exposed in eastern trench

Miner’s house remains not
exposed in western trench

Plate 4.2 Detail overlay of Swan Street / Kitchener Parade Intersection
Detail shows the two deep stormwater trenches (in blue) excavated across Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection. Noting that the western trench (in which no remains were exposed) was excavated to replace
an existing stormwater pipe in a previously excavated trench
© National Library of Australia / CNC / Umwelt

4.4.1

Eastern Trench

Remains of what was evidently one of the 1838 constructed miners houses was exposed in the 1.3-metrewide trench. The remains comprised a single layer of sandstock brick demolition rubble (between 200 to
300 millimetres in depth) above remnant timber flooring and a sandstock brick footing (refer to Plates 4.3
to 4.7 for photographs of the exposed brick demolition). The bricks appear to comprise a single course wide
wall pushed over into the interior room of the house during the demolition of the building. The bricks were
identified in section at approximately 1 metre below Swan Street road surface (21.40 metres AHD) when
excavations for a new stormwater pit were being undertaken.
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The sandstock bricks are generally consistent in size (measuring 220 by 110 by 60 millimetres) and orangey
red in colour, with a few variations in the colour to a very pale orange (refer to Plate 4.8).
The footing and floorboards exposed beneath the demolition were orientated west north west to east
south east, suggesting a slightly different orientation to that shown on the 1850-1857 A.A. Co sub-division
map. This map is generally understood to comprise accurate mapping information (Higginbotham 2013
Volume 2:269). It is noted that the exposed remains do however comprise only a 1.3-metre-wide section
through one of the demolished houses.
No artefactual material was exposed associated with the remains. The houses may have been ‘cleaned-out’
prior to demolition. However, as discussed only a 1.3 metre section of a single house was exposed. In
addition, historical imagery shows the dwellings constructed up against the natural slope of the hill with
what are likely privies at the north end of long linear plots (refer to Plates 3.13 and 3.14); well away from
the dwellings themselves. The length of the plots and the relatively unpopulated industrial area would have
provided plenty of areas to dispose of rubbish away from the dwellings themselves.
The exposed remains comprise (from north to south along the stormwater trench)
•

an area of roughly made thin (5 to 10 millimetres thick at most) timber floorboards cut by existing
trenches and pits. The boards measure 130 millimetres in width. The full length of a board was not
exposed in the 1.30-metre-wide trench. The boards show signs of having been burnt.

•

an approximately 225-millimetre-wide area of compact cream / pale grey mortar with a high crushed
shell content. The width of the mortar suggests it may have been the bedding layer of a brick footing,
likely an additional course width of the wall footing

•

the base (only one course remaining) of a one and a half sandstock brick wall footing

•

a narrow (110 millimetre [one brick width]) shallow (40 millimetre deep) gutter or drain running along
the base of the wall footing. The gutter was constructed of a single line of bricks laid end to end along
the base of the wall footing (which acted as one side of the drain) with a second single course deep row
of bricks forming the opposite side

•

a rough compact fragmentary gravel surface with occasional assorted sandstone pieces. This area was
potentially a small 1.6-metre-wide exterior space / courtyard

•

natural bedrock ‘shelf’ with a degraded one and a half brick wide wall constructed up against / on it.
This wall was essentially constructed on the natural rock of the hill itself.

These elements of the archaeological remains of the miners house are shown in Plates 4.9 to 4.18.
Plate 4.19 provides a plan of the remains.
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Plate 4.3 Section showing miner’s cottage brick demolition rubble
View to southwest across Swan Street showing alignment of stormwater trench to be excavated
© Umwelt, 2020

Plate 4.4 Section showing miner’s cottage brick demolition rubble
View to southwest of deep stormwater trench section (DSC_2491). Scale = 1.40 metres.
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 4.5 Detail showing miner’s cottage brick demolition rubble
View to southwest of stormwater trench section prior to excavation (DSC_2509)
© Umwelt, 2020

Plate 4.6 Miner’s cottage brick demolition rubble
View to southwest (DSC_2533). Scale = 400 millimetres
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 4.7 Miner’s cottage brick demolition rubble
View to northwest (DSC_2570). Scale = 400 millimetres
© Umwelt, 2020

Plate 4.8 Sandstock bricks
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 4.9 Miner’s cottage wall footing and floorboards
View to west (IMG_4980). Scales = 500 millimetres / 2 metres (in 500 millimetres increments).
© Umwelt, 2020

Plate 4.10 Miner’s cottage wall footing and floorboards
View to west (IMG_4979). Scales = 500 millimetres / 2 metres (in 500 millimetres increments).
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 4.11 Miner’s cottage wall footing and floorboards
View down (IMG_4989). Scales = 500 millimetres
© Umwelt, 2020

Plate 4.12 Miner’s cottage wall footing detail
View to southwest (IMG_4985). Scale = 500 millimetres
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 4.13 Miner’s cottage wall footing detail
View down (DSC_2603). Scale = 400 millimetres.
© Umwelt, 2020

Plate 4.14 Rear wall constructed against bedrock
View to northwest down Swan Street (DSC_2640). Scale = 400 millimetres.
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 4.15 Rear wall constructed against bedrock
View to northwest (DSC_2655). Scale = 400 millimetres.
© Umwelt, 2020

Plate 4.16 Rear wall constructed against bedrock
View to southwest (DSC_2699). Scale = 400 millimetres
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 4.17 Detail of rear wall constructed against bedrock
View to southwest (DSC_2710). Scale = 400 millimetres
© Umwelt, 2020

Plate 4.18 Stormwater trench section
View to southeast following removal of miner’s house footings (IMG_5000). Scale = 2 metres
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 4.19 Plan of miner’s house archaeological remains
© Umwelt, 2020
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4.4.2

Western Trench

As discussed, the western trench excavated across Swan Street and Kitchener Parade intersection (refer to
Plate 4.1) comprised the replacement of existing drainage with a new concrete stormwater pipe. Although
the trench was excavated below the level of the old drain, to remove and install the new concrete drain, no
miners houses remains were exposed. If the miners houses were formerly in the trench location, they had
been removed previously during the installation of the old stormwater drain. A dark grey silty clay layer
with brick fragments was evident in the section of the trench - likely the early / original level of topsoil and
the ground surface of the historical landscape) above natural clays (refer to Plates 4.20 to 4.23).

Plate 4.20 Stormwater trench excavation across Swan Street
View to south - installation of new pipe in previously excavated trench (DSC_3771).
Photograph shows excavation to remove ceramic pipe prior to replacement with new concrete pipe
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 4.21 Stormwater trench excavation across Swan Street
View to south - installation of new pipe in previously excavated trench (DSC_3803). Scale = 500 millimetres
Note high bedrock level south side of Swan Street
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 4.22 Stormwater trench section across Swan Street
View to east - installation of new pipe in previously excavated trench (DSC_3778). Scale = 500 millimetres
Note dark layer with brick fragments (likely early / original level of topsoil and the ground surface of the
historical landscape) above natural clays.
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 4.23 Stormwater trench section across Swan Street
View to east - installation of new pipe in previously excavated trench (DSC_3798). Scale = 500 millimetres
Note high bedrock level (south side of Swan Street) and dark layer (likely early / original level of topsoil and
the ground surface of the historical landscape) butting against natural rock
© Umwelt, 2020
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5.0 Response to Research Design
The archaeological monitoring program conducted as part of the Swan Street, Cooks Hill reconstruction
works was carried out in accordance with the approved archaeological research design and methodology
outlined in the 2017 Historical Archaeological Assessment report (Umwelt 2017).
A number of general questions in relation to the nature and extent of an archaeological resource can be
posed to provide a basic archaeological context for any archaeological investigation:
•

What physical evidence of former activities survives on the site?

•

What is the extent of the surviving archaeological evidence?

•

What is the nature of extant archaeological features?

•

What is the date of the identified elements?

•

What can the material culture contribute to our knowledge about this site or other sites?

•

Is there evidence of any undocumented development and use of the project area?

Specific questions to address the research potential of the project area were formulated as part of the 2017
archaeological research design. The specific questions are addressed below with consideration of the
general questions. The relevant 2017 research design questions addressed are included in bold italics.
Where relevant addition discussion, not included as part of the 2017 research design, is included.
Is there physical evidence of previously identified and recorded archaeological remains and features?
As discussed in the 2017 archaeological assessment (Umwelt 2017) evidence of archaeological remains
have been previously exposed in the area including:
•

a brick built timber capped drain has been previously exposed at the junction of Swan and Brooks
Streets during cable installation of a 11 Kv.

•

a sandstock brick dish drain and sandstone/sandstock brick cobbling beneath the current road surface
just south of the intersection of Swan and Brooks Streets

•

potential subsurface rail tracks in Brooks Street close to the intersection with Swan Street and

•

parts of iron rail exposed in 2004 in Kitchener Parade close to the intersection with Swan Street. The
rail was understood to be associated with the A.A. Co’s ‘C’ Pit.

No further evidence of the previously identified and recorded archaeological remains and features was
exposed during the project.
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Is there physical evidence of the former A.A. Co mining activities within the Project area?:
o

Is there archaeological evidence associated with the colliery village and/or miners cottages?

As detailed in Section 4.4, archaeological evidence of the colliery village, in the form of one of the 1838
constructed miner’s houses, was exposed in a 1.3-metre-wide stormwater trench.
o

Is there evidence of early A.A. Co mine shafts?

No evidence of either the B or C pits was exposed.
B Pit is considered to have been located to the southwest of the current junction of Brooks Street and Swan
Street (likely in the vicinity of 13 to 17 Brooks Street); outside the Swan Street project area. C Pit was
located to the southeast of the intersection of Swan Street and Mosbri Crescent; outside the Swan Street
project area (refer to Plate 5.1)

B Pit

C Pit

Plate 5.1 Detail of 1850-1857 A.A. Co subdivision mapping
Approximate alignment of Swan Street between Brooks Street and Mosbri Crescent shaded red.
© National Library of Australia
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o

What evidence is there for the various associated A.A. Co utilities and works such as rail track
and/or drains?

No evidence of A.A. Co utilities and works such as rail track and/or drains was exposed.
o

Is there physical evidence of any other A.A. Co works such as footings from the boiler house and
engine house (located along Brooks Street)?

No evidence of any other A.A. Co works such as footings from the boiler house and engine house were
exposed. As discussed, and shown in Plate 5.1, both the B pit and the C Pit where such infrastructure would
have been located are outside the Swan Street project area.
Are the various phases of occupation and development identifiable across the Project area and are
the features and/or relics able to be dated?
The remains of the miner’s cottage are able to be dated (from the historical record rather than the
archaeological remains) from a construction date of 1838 to a demolition date of between 1882 and
1901/1902. As discussed in Section 3.8, there are conflicting accounts of the houses being demolished; the
first being in 1882 and the last report of evictions before demolition in 1901. It seems likely that the
extensive structures associated with the B Pit (refer to Plate 3.17) and the miner’s village were not all
demolished at the same time.
It is interesting to note that the houses are not indicated on the 1896 Hunter District Water Board Plan,
which are generally considered to provide accurate information of all buildings (and other features such as
wells and cisterns) present at the time (Russell Rigby 2019) (refer to Plate 3.17). It is likely that those
remaining by the mid-1890s were potentially largely derelict, as a report in the Morning Herald and Miners'
Advocate 26 October 1886 referring to ‘a ruined house in the Pit Row’ suggests.
What is the level of sub-surface integrity across the Project area and what are the impacts of later
post A.A. Co development on the earlier historical phases?
The exposed remains, covered by demolition fill, later fill to level the area and the existing road network,
were shown to have good sub-surface integrity.
The depth of the demolition rubble (approximately 1 metre below current ground level) suggests that,
apart from impacts associated with existing deeper utility trenches or foundations of current dwellings
along Swan Street, there could generally be good sub-surface integrity for additional mid 1800s remains
related to the A.A. Co mines in the area.
Is there a correlation between the level of later disturbances and/or fill deposits and the exposure of
archaeological remains?
As discussed, the remains were located beneath the level of later disturbances with the exception of deep
stormwater trenching.
The demolition of the earlier structures and filling of the general area prior to the construction of the
existing dwellings and the current road network has effectively protected the A.A. Co related remains.
Is the archaeological evidence able to contribute to the understanding of the historical development
of Newcastle?
The archaeological evidence exposed in Swan Street contributes to the understanding of an important
period of the history and development of Newcastle and the potential for archaeological remains to be
present beneath the current ground surface of the city.
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The A.A. Co mines and associated infrastructure would have been a dominant feature of Newcastle’s early
landscape and a stark indicator of the importance of the coal industry in the development of wider
Newcastle and Hunter area. The Company’s mining activities in Newcastle made a ‘significant contribution
to NSW's economy in the nineteenth century’ (State Heritage Inventory AA Company's Remnant Bridge
Pier). The miner’s houses reflect the Company’s adaptability as the period of the transportation of convicts
to NSW ended and the need to house ‘free’ miners arose. The houses appear to have been constructed to
reflect ‘English village architecture’ and would have been familiar to the newly arrived free miners.
How do the archaeological features and remains and sub-surface integrity compare to historic
archaeological sites within the vicinity of the Project area.
With the exception of the remains previously exposed in the Swan Street area very little archaeological
investigation has been undertaken in the immediate vicinity of the project area; the development of which
until the 1900s was primarily related to the A.A. Co B and C Pits. The previous archaeological remains in the
area include:
•

a brick built timber capped drain has been exposed at the junction of Swan and Brooks Streets during
cable installation of a 11 Kv.

•

a sandstock brick dish drain and sandstone/sandstock brick cobbling beneath the current road surface
just south of the intersection of Swan and Brooks Streets

•

potential subsurface rail tracks in Brooks Street close to the intersection with Swan Street and

•

parts of iron rail exposed in 2004 in Kitchener Parade close to the intersection with Swan Street. The
rail was understood to be associated with the A.A. Co’s ‘C’ Pit.

The brick built timber capped drain is considered to have been part of a drainage system constructed to
divert water from the B Pit and the miner’s village (Sue Singleton pers comm.). The sandstock brick dish
drain with associated cobbling was also considered to potentially relate to the A.A. Co use of the area.
Although at the lower end of Swan Street close to the intersection with Brooks Street, the depths of the
brick built timber capped drain (approximately 800 millimetres to 1 metre depth) and the sandstock brick
dish drain with associated cobbling suggest (740-millimetre depth) confirm they were likely related to the
A.A. Co use of the area (prior to subdivision and development of private housing). While the integrity of
the dish drain and cobbling was poor the more robust buried brick built timber capped drain had good
integrity.
Newcastle’s A.A. Co Archaeological Remains
With the ongoing revitalisation of Newcastle resulting in extensive government and private development,
which has provided the opportunity to archaeologically assess and investigate many parts of Newcastle, it is
important to consider the archaeological remains of the miners houses in the broader context of what
evidence of the A.A. Co activities have been exposed elsewhere in Newcastle.
The Newcastle Light Rail project exposed evidence of three phases of construction of the bridges associated
with the A.A. Co A Pit railway at the Crown Street intersection with Hunter Street. The three phases
comprise:
•

Rectilinear foundation trench likely containing the base log/beam of one of the support trestles for the
original 1831 constructed trestle bridge.
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•

Rectilinear foundation trench (on a slightly different alignment to the 1831 trench) containing the base
log/beam of one of the support trestles for the 1841 re-construction of the trestle bridge.

•

Remnant brick pier of the former 1863-1864 constructed iron bridge. The pier is currently preserved in
situ within footpath on north side of the light rail corridor (Umwelt 2020b)

The archaeological evidence of the A.A. Co bridge (associated with the first rail line in Australia), the fishbelly rail from the rail line (discovered in 2004 and now on display in the Newcastle Museum) and the A.A.
Co remains now documented in Swan Street provide rare intact in situ physical evidence of the A.A. Co’s
mining activities and the wider network of infrastructure and rail lines that connected their coal mines to
the coal staithes at the harbour.
Brooks Street sandstone road foundation
Until the 1860s the roads of the city of Newcastle (and its growing suburbs) were described as being
‘strewn with boulders and deep sand…nearly all Darby Street was invaded by sand drifts’ with the streets
being composed ‘chiefly of black loamy sand’ (Murray 2014:88-89). By the end of the 1860s petitions were
made for the re-surveying and gravelling of the entire length of Lake Macquarie Road (Darby Street).
Sand drifts continued to cause problems along Darby Street well into the 1890s. The Newcastle Morning
Herald and Miner’s Advocate reported in 1879 that:
…it must be apparent to all that the cost of removing the sand by carts will, in time; eat up the
whole of the Municipal revenue; and, therefore, some other mode of dealing with the nuisance than
that at present adopted must be tried. Great complaints have been made by the property holders
against the Municipal Council, for not making and improving the roads and streets in the locality
where the sand is encroaching.
The streets of the older part of Newcastle were progressively dedicated to public use by the A.A. Co from
1869 and private housing followed each dedication.
As discussed in Section 4.3, pitching was part of a method of road construction developed in Britain by
Thomas Telford (1757-1834) involving a foundation of shaped paving stones overlaid with smaller stones
then surfaced with gravel (AMAC 2016:14). Newcastle Borough Council minutes from 1875 include:
Alderman Dart to move that the Working Foreman be instructed to form Bull-street, from Darby-street
to Brooks-street, and, with the material obtained therefrom, cover the sand in Kenrick-street (Newcastle
Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 2nd, 1875).
Tenders invites are later advertised in 1878:
TENDERS are invited, and will be received up to Thursday, 28th instant, for Kerbing and Guttering one
side of Brooks-street Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 19 February 1878
These suggest that works were being undertaken in and around Brookes Street in the late 1870s and the
sandstone road foundation may date to then.
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6.0 Archaeological Programme Conclusions
6.1

Reassessment of Site’s Significance

Intact archaeological evidence of pre-1850s Newcastle is rare in itself. The evidence of the miners houses,
confirming their location and construction materials, provides rare intact in situ physical evidence of the
A.A. Co and its coal mining activities in Newcastle
…which made a significant contribution to NSW's economy in the nineteenth century, and to
the colony's ability to play an active part in the international economy through the steam
shipping industry…and of the Company's interaction with the public world of Newcastle town
(State Heritage Inventory AA Company's Remnant Bridge Pier).
The miners houses provide physical archaeological evidence which is significant in the pattern of
Newcastle's urban history with the A.A. Co being the largest owner of property in the area until its
monopoly was challenged in the 1840s. Prior to the subdivision of its land from the 1850s (and even until
the beginning of the twentieth century) the A.A. Co mining surface infrastructure would have dominated
Newcastle; particularly the later suburban areas adjacent to the city centre such as Cooks Hill.
The miners houses reflect the A.A. Co’s adaptability as the period of the transportation of convicts to NSW
ended and the need to house ‘free’ miners arose; the houses being constructed for the ‘free’ miners.
As a result of the rarity of the archaeological remains and their association with the A.A. Co, one of
Australia's oldest companies and an entity greatly important to the social and economic development of
New South Wales, archaeological evidence of the miners houses (and the future potential for further
associated evidence in the area) is considered to comprise state significant archaeological remains.

6.2

Community Understanding

The archaeological investigations undertaken during the Swan Street reconstruction project have
contributed to the community’s understanding of the A.A. Co dominance of the Newcastle landscape in the
nineteenth century prior to the urbanisation of the city’s inner suburbs.
At the very least the investigation has highlighted the fact that evidence of pre-1850s Newcastle survives
intact beneath the built nature of the Cooks Hill area.

6.3

Future Management

There are no recommendations for the future archaeological management of the project area associated
with the now completed Swan Street reconstruction project.
However, the City of Newcastle should ensure that the potential for further A.A. Co related archaeological
remains is considered early in the planning of any future Council or private development in the area (refer
to Section 6.4).
It is noted that Council are currently designing interpretation, including on-site interpretation, regarding
the archaeological remains and the A.A. Co’s activities in the area.
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6.4

Undisturbed Remains

The exposed remains indicate that the AMP Review overlay of 1850-1857 A.A. Co subdivision map is fairly
accurate, although potentially with a slightly different orientation (refer to Section 4.4.1). The overlay
shows the likely locations of the miners houses which run west to east across the residential allotments of
Cooks Hill (refer to Plate 6.1).
The depth and integrity of the A.A. Co related remains exposed within Swan Street suggest that there is
potential for other undisturbed remains of the miners houses in the area; dependant on the original
topography and depth of levelling fill deposited prior to the residential urban development of Cooks Hill
(east of Darby Street), in addition to later disturbances associated with the residential development.

Plate 6.1 AMP Review overlay of 1850-1857 A.A. Co Map
Detail shows the location of miners houses associated with the B Pit on the south side of Brooks Street and
a suggested orientation of the row of houses (pale blue dash) based on the archaeological remains
© Higginbotham 2013
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7.0 Public Dissemination
7.1

Hunter Living Histories

The results from the archaeological monitoring were presented to and discussed with the University of
Newcastle Hunter (Living) Histories Initiative (formerly the Coal River Working Party) at their monthly
meetings. Russell Rigby (Hunter Living Histories, University of Newcastle) provided invaluable advice and
information regarding the A.A. Co B pit and the miners village.
The University of Newcastle’s Coal River Working Party was formed in 2003 as a historical research group
dedicated to the investigation of the early history of Newcastle, with a view to safeguarding the heritage
fabric of Newcastle’s birthplace, the Coal River Heritage Precinct. Since 2016 the work of the Coal River
Working Party has become part of the Hunter (Living) Histories Initiative, to better reflect the University’s
Cultural Collections collaborations across the Hunter Regional communities. The aim of the Hunter (Living)
Histories Initiative is to help restore Newcastle and the Hunter Region’s significant historic achievements
back into the Australian story; to achieve positive outcomes for history and heritage in the Hunter region.

7.2

Interpretation

As discussed, Council are currently designing interpretation, including on-site interpretation, regarding the
archaeological remains and the A.A. Co’s activities in the area.

7.3

Information Brochure

Appendix 7 provides a copy of the tri-fold information brochure produced as part of the project relating to
the archaeological investigation.

7.4

Archaeological Report

Copies of this archaeological report will be held at (and be publicly available from) both the City of
Newcastle Local History Library and also electronically through the University of Newcastle Hunter (Living)
Histories Initiative as a sustainable, online and open-access repository (in accordance with Condition 18 of
the Excavation Permit):
https://hunterlivinghistories.com/
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APPENDIX 1
S140 Excavation Permit (2017/s140/17)

File:
Our ref:

SF17/32254
DOC17/340265

Mr David Grejsen
Newcastle City Council
282 King Street
NEWCASTLE NSW 2300
E: dgrejsen@ncc.nsw.gov.au

Dear Mr Grejsen
Re: Excavation Permit – S140 for Archaeological monitoring and excavation of the
proposed Swan Street Road Reconstruction works at (NEWCASTLE LGA )
Reference is made to your application under Section 140 of the Heritage Act 1977 (the Act),
to undertake archaeological work at the above property (Application number 2017/s140/17).
Under delegated authority approval is given for the S140 application for an archaeological
excavation permit. Please note this permit is subject to the conditions attached. Acceptance
of these statutory conditions by the Applicant and Excavation Director is a requirement of this
permit. It should be noted that as the Applicant, this Approval (and the fulfilment of all
subsequent conditions) rests with you and not the Land which is the subject of the works.
You are reminded that it is a condition of this permit that the Applicant is responsible for the
safe keeping of artefacts recovered from this site. You are required to nominate a repository
for archaeologically excavated material, as well as referencing the final location in the
excavation report as per section 146(b) of the Act. This is to enable a record to be kept of the
location of all archaeologically excavated material.
It should be noted that an approval for an archaeological permit under the Act covers only
those archaeological works described in the application. Any additional archaeological
investigations will require a further approval. It should also be noted that an approval for an
archaeological permit under the Act is additional to those which may be required from other
local, State or Commonwealth Government authorities. Inquiries about any other approvals
needed should, in the first instance, be directed to the local council, State and Commonwealth
Government where appropriate.
You are also requested to provide the following information:
(1) The estimated total cost of the archaeological investigations (both in the field and
laboratory), including GST;
(2) The estimated total cost of the development/redevelopment, including GST;
(3) Whether this project creates new long term jobs (for example through providing a new
service or facility);
(4) If this project creates new long term jobs, how many? and

(5) How many construction and professional workers will be engaged on this project during
the life of the project?
This information will help the Heritage Council of NSW determine the economic role of heritage
in development in NSW and should be submitted to the Director of the Heritage Division within
one (1) month of the completion of the field excavation programme. This information should
be updated at the end of the project and updated figures should be submitted with the Final
Excavation Report to the Heritage Council for approval within one (1) year of the completion
of the field excavation programme.
This permit, issued by the Heritage Council of NSW, does not give approval to harm Aboriginal
objects. Aboriginal objects and Aboriginal places in NSW are protected under the National
Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NPW Act). It is an offence to do any of the following without an
exemption or defence (penalties apply):
•

knowingly harm or desecrate an Aboriginal object (the 'knowing' offence)

•

harm or desecrate an Aboriginal object or Aboriginal place (the 'strict liability' offence)

The NPW Act provides a number of exemptions and defences to these offences and also
excludes certain acts and omissions from the definition of harm. For more information about
the regulation of Aboriginal cultural heritage, go to the OEH website:
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/licences/achregulation.htm
This permit is issued to the applicant on the condition that the nominated Excavation Director
is present at the site supervising all archaeological fieldwork activity likely to expose significant
relics. Permits are not transferable without the written consent of the Heritage Council of New
South Wales. Your attention is drawn to the right of appeal against these conditions in
accordance with section 142 of the Heritage Act, 1977.
Inquiries on this matter may be directed to Mrs Felicity Barry on 9995 6914 or via email at
Felicity.Barry@environment.nsw.gov.au.
Yours sincerely

Rajeev Maini
Acting Manager, Conservation
Heritage Divison
Office of Environment and Heritage
As Delegate of the Heritage Council of NSW
3 August 2017
Enclosure: Approval Conditions for S140 Permit
CC:

The Chief Executive Officer, Newcastle City Council: E: mail@ncc.nsw.gov.au
Primary Excavation Director, Mr Tim Adams, E: tadams@umwelt.com.au
Secondary Excavation Director, Mr Joshua Madden, E: jmadden@umwelt.com.au

Archaeological monitoring, recording and salvage of locally significant relics, Swan Street,
Newcastle Conditions of Approval 2017/s140/17

Approved Archaeological Works
01.
All works shall be in accordance with the approved research design and methodology
outlined in ‘Historical Archaeological Assessment Swan Street Cooks Hill Newcastle
Reconstruction Final Report Dated June 2017, prepared by Umwelt Pty Ltd
except as amended by the following conditions:
02. This permit covers archaeological monitoring, recording and salvage of relics of local
heritage significance only. Relics of State heritage significance cannot be removed.
03.

This archaeological approval is valid for five (5) years from the date of approval.
Requests for extensions beyond this time must be made in writing prior to expiry of the
permit.

Fieldwork
04. The Heritage Council of NSW or its delegate must be informed of the commencement
and completion of the archaeological program at least 5 days prior to the
commencement and within 5 days of the completion of work on site. The Heritage
Council and staff of the Heritage Division, Office of Environment & Heritage authorised
under section 148(1) of the Heritage Act, 1977, reserve the right to inspect the site and
records at all times and to access any relics recovered from the site.
05.

The Applicant must ensure that if substantial intact archaeological deposits and/or State
significant relics not identified in ‘‘Historical Archaeological Assessment Swan Street
Cooks Hill Newcastle Reconstruction Final Report Dated June 2017, prepared by
Umwelt Pty Ltd, are discovered, work must cease in the affected area(s) and the
Heritage Council of NSW must be notified. Additional assessment and approval may be
required prior to works continuing in the affected area(s) based on the nature of the
discovery.

06.

Should any Aboriginal objects be uncovered by the work, excavation or disturbance of
the area is to stop immediately and the Office of Environment & Heritage (Enviroline 131
555) is to be notified in accordance with Section 89A of the National Parks and Wildlife
Act, 1974 (NPW Act). Aboriginal objects in NSW are protected under the NPW Act.
Unless the objects are subject to a valid Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit, work must
not recommence until approval to do so has been provided by the Office of Environment
& Heritage.

07.

The Heritage Council of NSW must approve any substantial deviations from the
approved research design outlined in ‘‘Historical Archaeological Assessment Swan
Street Cooks Hill Newcastle Reconstruction Final Report Dated June 2017, prepared by
Umwelt Pty Ltd, including extent and techniques of excavations, as an application for
the variation or revocation of a permit under section 144 of the Heritage Act, 1977.

08.

The Applicant must ensure that the approved Primary and Secondary Excavation
Directors nominated in the section 140 application 2017/s140/17, Mr Tim Adams and
Mr Joshua Madden, are present at the site supervising all archaeological fieldwork
activity likely to expose significant relics.

09.

The Applicant must ensure that the approved Primary Excavation Director nominated in
the section 140 application 2017/s140/17, Mr Tim Adams, and nominated Secondary
Excavation Director, Mr Joshua Madden, take adequate steps to record in detail relics,
structures and features discovered on the site during the archaeological works in

accordance with current best practice. This work must be undertaken in accordance with
relevant Heritage Council guidelines.
10.

The Applicant must ensure that the nominated Excavation Director, Mr Tim Adams and
the nominated secondary Excavation Directors, Mr Joshua Madden, brief all personnel
involved in the project about the requirements of the NSW Heritage Act, 1977 in relation
to the proposed archaeological program. This briefing should be undertaken prior to the
commencement of on-site excavation works.

11.

The Applicant must ensure that the nominated Excavation Director, Mr Tim Adams, and
the excavation team is given adequate resources to allow full and detailed recording to
be undertaken to the satisfaction of the Heritage Council.

12.

The Applicant must ensure that the site under archaeological investigation is made
secure and that the unexcavated artefacts, structures and features are not subject to
deterioration, damage, destruction or theft during fieldwork.

13.

The Applicant is responsible for the safe-keeping of all relics recovered from the site.

Analysis and Reporting
14. The Applicant must ensure that the approved Primary Excavation Director, secondary
excavation director, or an appropriate specialist, cleans, stabilises, labels, analyses,
catalogues and stores any artefacts recovered from the site in a way that allows them
to be retrieved according to both type and provenance.
15.

The Applicant must ensure that a summary of the results of the field work, up to 500
words in length, prepared by the approved Primary Excavation Director nominated in
the section 140 form, Mr Tim Adams and the nominated Secondary Excavation Director,
Mr Joshua Madden, is submitted to the Heritage Council of NSW for approval within one
(1) month of completion of archaeological field work. This information is required in
accordance with section 146(b) of the Heritage Act, 1977.

16.

The Applicant must ensure that a final excavation report is written by the approved
Primary Excavation Director nominated in the section 140 application 2017/S140/17, Mr
Tim Adams and the Secondary Excavation Director, Mr Joshua Madden, to publication
standard, within one (1) year of the completion of the field based archaeological activity
unless an extension of time or other variation is approved by the Heritage Council of
NSW in accordance with section 144 of the Heritage Act, 1977.

17.

The Applicant must ensure that one (1) electronic copy of the final excavation report is
submitted on CD to the Heritage Council of NSW together with two (2) printed copies of
the final excavation report. These reports are required in accordance with section 146(b)
of the Heritage Act, 1977. The Applicant must also ensure that further copies are lodged
with the local library and/or another appropriate local repository in the area in which the
site is located. It is also required that all digital resources (including reports, context and
artefact data, scanned field notes, other datasets and documentation) should be lodged
with a sustainable, online and open-access repository.

18.

The Applicant must ensure that the information presented in a final excavation report
includes the following:
a/. An executive summary of the archaeological programme;
b/. Due credit to the client paying for the excavation, on the title page;
c/.
An accurate site location and site plan (with scale and north arrow) and including
geo-reference data;
d/. Historical research, references, and bibliography;

e/.

f/.
g/.
h/.

i/.

19.

Detailed information on the excavation including the aim, the context for the
excavation, procedures, treatment of artefacts (cleaning, conserving, sorting,
cataloguing, labelling, scale photographs and/or drawings, location of repository)
and analysis of the information retrieved;
Nominated repository for the items;
Detailed response to research questions (at minimum those stated in the Heritage
Council approved Research Design);
Conclusions from the archaeological programme. This information must include a
reassessment of the site’s heritage significance; statement(s) on how
archaeological investigations at this site have contributed to the community’s
understanding of the AA Company’s development within the town of Newcastle,
including associated modification of land (utilities, mining infrastructure and miners
cottages); recommendations for the future management of the site and how much
of the site remains undisturbed;
Details of how this information about this excavation has been publicly
disseminated (for example, provide details about Public Open Days and include
copies of press releases, public brochures and information signs produced to
explain the archaeological significance of the site).

Compliance
a)
Officers of the Office of Environment and Heritage, Heritage Division are to be
permitted entry to the site at any time as a condition of this approval and may
photograph, take samples or request records in relation to any aspects of the
approved activity.
b)

The Applicant and the nominated Heritage Consultant may be required to
participate in random audits of Heritage Council approvals to confirm compliance
with conditions of consent at any time.

APPENDIX 2
S144 Variation Permit (2019/s144/006)

APPENDIX 3
Swan Street, Cooks Hill, Newcastle S144
Application

Inspired People
Dedicated Team
Quality Outcomes

Our Ref: 4240/TA/S144

17 April 2019
The Conservation Manager
Heritage Division, Office of Environment and Heritage
Locked Bag 5020
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124
Email: heritagemailbox@environment.nsw.gov.au
For attention of Felicity Barry
Dear Conservation Manager
Re: Swan Street, Cooks Hill, Newcastle S144 Application
On behalf of Newcastle City Council (NCC) this letter comprises supporting
documentation for a Section 144 application to vary existing Excavation Permit
Application 2017/s140/17. This application is being made to allow the limited
archaeological removal of small sections of Australian Agricultural Company (A.A.
Co) miners’ houses exposed and likely to be exposed in stormwater trenches being
excavated at the intersection of Swan Street and Kitchener Parade, Cooks Hill,
Newcastle.
A Section 144 application for an excavation variation permit form is attached to
this letter.
Project Background
NCC are currently undertaking the reconstruction of Swan Street, Cooks Hill; which
involves the full boundary to boundary reconstruction of the Swan Street road
reserve and footpath, including piped drainage, road pavement, footpath paving
and fig tree removal.
Excavation Permit Application 2017/s140/17 for these works was approved
03 August 2017. Works at depth to install storm water drainage at the intersection
of Swan Street and Kitchener Parade has exposed a small section of what is likely
to be the archaeological remains of the A.A. Co miners’ houses known to have
been present in the area. Evidence of these remains has been assessed as being of
State significance (Umwelt 2017 Historical Archaeological Assessment Swan Street
Cooks Hill Newcastle Reconstruction Final Report).
Condition 02 of Excavation Permit Application 2017/s140/17 does not allow
removal of relics of State heritage significance. As such, and in accordance with
Condition 07, works have ceased in areas deemed to have further evidence of the
A.A. Co miners’ houses and the Heritage Division notified (by telephone 02 April
2019).
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Umwelt (Australia) Pty Limited
ABN: 18 059 519 041

As discussed with the Heritage Division, this application is being made to remove small sections of
archaeological remains likely relating to the A.A. Co exposed (and likely to be exposed) within
trenches required to be excavated to depth to install a new storm water system in Swan Street.
Concurrent with this application a S146 Notification of a relic is being submitted.
Exposed Archaeological Remains
A small section of sand stock brick demolition rubble was exposed within a 1.2 metre wide trench
crossing Swan Street (refer to Plate 1). On investigation to clarify and better understand the
demolition rubble and whether any intact archaeological remains are associated with it, a small
section of the base of an approximately east west aligned brick footing and associated timber floor
was exposed. These remains are considered to likely comprise a small section of the rear wall and
interior space of one of the A.A. Co miners’ houses formerly located in this area. No artefactual
material was exposed associated with the remains.
The exposed remains provide valuable information in terms of confirming not only that there are
intact remains of the miners’ houses and that the 1850-1857 mapping is fairly accurate but also
provides evidence of construction material and type, exact location and also depths. This information
can be utilised by NCC planners and designers when assessing future development applications
and/or NCC works in the area.

Plate 1

Overlay detail of 1850-1857 map showing the A.A. Co subdivisions

Overlay shows the Swan Street/Kitchener Parade intersection and the NCC proposed trenches in blue. The
trenches crossing Swan Street (shown with black and purple arrows) are the deep trenches with potential to
expose archaeological remains. The trench shown with the black arrow is where the archaeological remains
have been exposed. The trenches along the edges of the road are shallower and within footpath areas; unlikely
to be at the depth of the archaeological remains. The green trenches indicate existing services.
© National Library of Australia, Higginbotham 2013, Newcastle City Council 2017.
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Table 1 provides photographs of the exposed remains.
Table 1

Exposed archaeological remains

Description

Photograph

View to south showing brick demolition rubble.
Top of demolition rubble = 21.40 metres AHD
(approximately 900 millimetres to 1 metre
below road surface).
Scale = 400 millimetres.

View to south showing brick demolition rubble.
Scale = 400 millimetres.

View to south showing brick footing and timber
floor remnants.
Top of timber floor = 21.10 metres AHD
(approximately 1.20 metres below road
surface).
Remains comprise remnant brick footing (one
course of bricks remain in situ) with a number
of timber floorboards laid onto the natural
ground surface.
There appears to be a narrow gutter or drain
on the south side of the wall (exterior) and a
compact gravel surface. The demolition fill was
directly above the timber and footing.
Scale = 400 millimetres.
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Description

Photograph

Brick footing and timber floor remnants.
Note shallow gutter on south side of the wall.
South at top of photograph.
Scale = 400 millimetres.

Brick footing and timber floor remnants.
Note shallow gutter on south side of the wall.
South at top of photograph.
Scale = 500 millimetres.

Brief Historical Background
The A.A. Co A Pit (the first private and properly equipped colliery in Australia) was established at the
intersection of Brown and Church Streets in 1831 and sunk to the Yard Seam by the end of November
1831. The A.A. Co opened a new shaft, the B Pit, in 1837 mainly to assist in the ventilation and
drainage of the colliery (Campbell 2009). B Pit was located to the southwest of the current junction
of Brooks Street and Swan Street; likely in the vicinity of 13 to 17 Brooks Street. Associated with the
pit a ‘Colliery Village’ comprising miners’ houses was established close by (Umwelt 2017).

4240_R01_OEH_S144_Swan Street NCC_20190417a_ltr.docx
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A new shaft, the C Pit was sunk in 1841 at the rise of the Yard Seam near the hill top above A Pit. It
was hoped this pit would ease the water problem, for all three pits would be connected
underground. The B Pit could then be maintained as a pumping shaft, allowing operations at the A Pit
to cease. Lowering the C Pit was initiated early to make use of the last of the government’s offer of
cheap convict labour. In 1846, despite the transportation of convicts having ceased in 1840,
34 convicts still worked in the mines for the A.A. Co, with 12 men on tickets-of-leave and another
66 free men, making a total of 112 workers (Campbell 2009 and Umwelt 2019).
The C Pit reached the Yard Seam in April 1843. The A Pit was exhausted in July 1846 and in the mid1850s the C Pit mine closed because of severe geological difficulties.
The 2017 Historical Archaeological Assessment (Umwelt 2017) should be referred to for further
details.

Plate 2

Detail of 1853 G.F. Angas sketch of Newcastle NSW

Detail shows the area that became Cooks Hill. B pit with the row of miners’ houses is in the centre of the image
and C Pit on the hill left of image. The exposed footing is likely to be the rear wall of one of the central houses
© National Library of Australia / Hunter Living Histories
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Plate 3

Detail of 1850-1857 map showing the A.A. Co subdivisions

B Pit and the row of miners’ houses in centre of image. Exposed remains are likely the rear (south) portion of
one of the indicated houses
© National Library of Australia

Plate 4

Undated photograph of Cooks Hill Newcastle NSW

Row of miners’ houses right of image. Note the distance the privies are from the houses.
© Hunter Living Histories, University of Newcastle
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Likely Project Impacts
It is likely that only the two proposed deeper stormwater trenches crossing Swan Street at the Swan
Street / Kitchener Parade intersection will require the localised removal of a small section of
archaeological remains associated with the miners’ houses (refer to Plate 1). These excavations may
be required to be at depths of up to 2.5 metres in order to achieve the required levels and fall for the
new storm water system and to link in with existing storm water drains.
The width of the eastern trench (indicated with black arrow on Plate 1) is approximately 1.2 metres
and the width of the western trench (indicated with purple arrow on Plate 1) is approximately
700 millimetres. As such it is likely that the impact to the archaeological remains of the miners’
houses will be limited to two narrow trenches through one or two of the potential 13
houses/structures (if the historical mapping and imagery is as accurate as it appears to be).
The shallower narrower drainage trenches required to be installed along the edges of the road (in
grassed road reserve/footpath area - refer to Plate 1) are designed to require up to 800 millimetres
depth excavation. If the levels of fill and depth of the archaeological remains are approximately
consistent in the Swan Street/Kitchener Parade intersection area the excavation works are likely to
remain above any archaeological remains. The opportunity to raise the levels of this shallower road
side drainage slightly to avoid impact should the remains rise up in height will be investigated if
required.
While every attempt to raise the levels of the trenches to avoid additional impact will be made, if
impact cannot be avoided it will be limited to one or two additional narrow trenches through any
exposed remains (refer to Plate 1).
Depths of other works, including footpath and road resurfacing, are much shallower and are
expected to remain above the archaeological remains.
Methodology
In addition to the methodology detailed in the Historical Archaeological Assessment (Umwelt 2017)
additional historical research is proposed to be undertaken comprising reviewing the A.A. Co archives
in Canberra to identify if any additional details regarding the miners’ houses (including construction
and demolition dates if available) is present in the records. Any available information will be included
as part of the final excavation report.
NCC has also committed to investigating interpretative opportunities and ensuring the information of
the archaeological remains is recorded and available within NCC with regards to assessing future
development applications in the area.
While the details of the interpretive opportunities are currently being discussed, active dissemination
and community engagement regarding the archaeological findings has already commenced including:
•

Presenting the findings to the University of Newcastle Hunter (Living) Histories Initiative (note
already undertaken at their monthly meeting 01 March 2019). Future findings will also be
presented to the Initiative.

•

Planning the posting of information regarding the archaeological findings and history of the A.A.
Co on NCC’s website.

•

Availability of an information brochure both on site and in NCC City Administration Centre.
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Please do not hesitate to contact me on 1300 793 267 should you require clarification or further
information.
Yours sincerely

Tim Adams
Principal Archaeologist

Enclosed:
•

Section 144 application for an excavation variation permit form

References
Campbell D., Brougham J., Caldwell R. 2009 Uncovering and understanding Australia’s first railway In
Australian Journal of Multi-disciplinary Engineering Vol 7 No 2
Umwelt 2017. Historical Archaeological Assessment Swan Street Cooks Hill Newcastle
Reconstruction.
Umwelt 2019 (in prep). Archaeological Report Newcastle Light Rail Project
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APPENDIX 4
Swan Street Cooks Hill Newcastle –
Notification of a Relic

Inspired People
Dedicated Team
Quality Outcomes

Our Ref: 4240/R02/TA/S146

17 April 2019
The Conservation Manager
Heritage Division, Office of Environment and Heritage
Locked Bag 5020
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124
Email: heritagemailbox@environment.nsw.gov.au
For attention of Felicity Barry
Dear Conservation Manager
Re: Swan Street, Cooks Hill, Newcastle – Notification of a Relic
On behalf of Newcastle City Council (NCC) I am writing to notify of the discovery of
a relic at the intersection of Swan Street and Kitchener Parade, Cooks Hill,
Newcastle (refer to Plate 1).
A Section 146 Notification of a Relic form is attached to this letter.
Background
NCC are currently undertaking the reconstruction of Swan Street; comprising the
full boundary to boundary reconstruction of the Swan Street road reserve and
footpath, including piped drainage, road pavement, footpath paving and fig tree
removal.
Excavation Permit Application 2017/s140/17 for these works was approved 03
August 2017. Works at depth to install storm water drainage at the intersection of
Swan Street and Kitchener Parade has exposed a small section of what is likely to
be the archaeological remains of the Australian Agricultural Company (A.A. Co)
miners’ houses known to have been present in the area. Evidence of these remains
has been assessed as being of State significance (Umwelt 2017 Historical
Archaeological Assessment Swan Street Cooks Hill Newcastle Reconstruction Final
Report).
Previous works in the area for installation of underground electricity banks and
cables did not expose remains of the miners’ houses. Prior to works commencing
on the Swan Street reconstruction project it was uncertain whether evidence of
the miners’ houses would be present or exposed. As such, this letter and attached
form are to notify of archaeological evidence of the miners’ houses being present.
The Heritage Division was notified of the archaeological remains by telephone
02 April 2019.

Newcastle
75 York Street
Teralba NSW 2284
Perth
Level 1
12 Prowse Street
West Perth WA 6005
PO Box 783
West Perth WA 6872
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Turner ACT 2612
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Umwelt (Australia) Pty Limited
ABN: 18 059 519 041

Plate 1

Overlay detail of 1850-1857 map showing the A.A. Co subdivisions

Overlay shows the Swan Street / Kitchener Parade intersection and proposed NCC trench locations in blue.
Location of exposed archaeological remains indicated in purple. The green trenches indicate existing services.
© National Library of Australia, Higginbotham 2013, Newcastle City Council 2017.

Brief Historical Background
The A.A. Co A Pit (the first private and properly equipped colliery in Australia) was established at the
intersection of Brown and Church streets in 1831 and sunk to the Yard Seam by the end of November
1831. The A.A. Co opened a new shaft, the B Pit, in 1837 mainly to assist in the ventilation and
drainage of the colliery (Campbell 2009). B Pit was located to the southwest of the current junction
of Brooks Street and Swan Street; likely in the vicinity of 13 to 17 Brooks Street. Associated with the
pit a ‘Colliery Village’ comprising miners’ houses was established close by (Umwelt 2017).
A new shaft, the C Pit was sunk in 1841 at the rise of the Yard Seam near the hill top above A Pit. It
was hoped this pit would ease the water problem, for all three pits would be connected
underground. The B Pit could then be maintained as a pumping shaft, allowing operations at the A Pit
to cease. Lowering the C Pit was initiated early to make use of the last of the government’s offer of
cheap convict labour. In 1846, despite the transportation of convicts having ceased in 1840,
34 convicts still worked in the mines for the A.A. Co, with 12 men on tickets-of-leave and another
66 free men, making a total of 112 workers (Campbell 2009 and Umwelt 2019).
The C Pit reached the Yard Seam in April 1843. The A Pit was exhausted in July 1846 and in the mid1850s the C Pit mine closed because of severe geological difficulties.
The 2017 Historical Archaeological Assessment (Umwelt 2017) should be referred to for further
details.
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Plate 2

Detail of 1853 G.F. Angas sketch of Newcastle NSW

Detail shows the area that became Cooks Hill. B pit with the row of miners’ houses in the centre and C Pit on
the hill left of image. The exposed footing is likely to be the rear wall of one of the central houses
© National Library of Australia / Hunter Living Histories

Plate 3

Detail of 1850-1857 map showing the A.A. Co subdivisions

B Pit and the row of miners’ houses in centre of image. Exposed remains are likely the rear (south) portion of
one of the indicated houses
© National Library of Australia
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Plate 4

Undated photograph of Cooks Hill Newcastle NSW

Row of miners’ houses right of image. Note the distance the privies are from the houses.
© Hunter Living Histories, University of Newcastle

Exposed Archaeological Remains
A small section of sand stock brick demolition rubble was exposed within a 1.2 metre wide trench
crossing Swan Street (refer to Plate 1). On investigation to clarify and better understand the
demolition rubble and whether any intact archaeological remains are associated with it, a small
section of the base of an approximately east west aligned brick footing and associated timber floor
was exposed. These remains are considered to likely comprise a small section of the rear wall and
interior space of one of the A.A. Co miners’ houses formerly located in this area. No artefactual
material was exposed associated with the remains.
The exposed remains provide valuable information in terms of confirming not only that there are
intact remains of the miners’ houses and that the 1850-1857 mapping is fairly accurate but also
provides evidence of construction material and type, exact location and also depths. This information
can be utilised by NCC planners and designers when assessing future development applications
and/or NCC works in the area.
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Table 1

Exposed archaeological remains

Description

Photograph

View to south showing brick demolition
rubble.
Top of demolition rubble = 21.40 metres
AHD (approximately 900 millimetres to
1 metre below road surface).
Scale = 400 millimetres.

View to south showing brick demolition
rubble.
Scale = 400 millimetres.

View to south showing brick footing and
timber floor remnants.
Top of timber floor = 21.10 metres AHD
(approximately 1.20 metres below road
surface).
Remains comprise remnant brick footing
(one course of bricks remain in situ)
with a number of timber floorboards
laid onto the natural ground surface.
There appears to be a narrow gutter or
drain on the south side of the wall
(exterior) and a compact gravel surface.
The demolition fill is directly above the
timber and footing.
Scale = 400 millimetres.
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Description

Photograph

Brick footing and timber floor remnants.
Note shallow gutter on south side of the
wall.
South at top of photograph.
Scale = 400 millimetres.

Brick footing and timber floor remnants.
Note shallow gutter on south side of the
wall.
South at top of photograph.
Scale = 500 millimetres.

Management
Concurrent with this S146 Notification a Section 144 application to vary existing Excavation Permit
Application 2017/s140/17 is being submitted to allow the limited removal of small sections of the
archaeological remains.
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Please do not hesitate to contact me on 1300 793 267 should you require clarification or further
information.
Yours sincerely

Tim Adams
Principal Archaeologist

Enclosed:
•

Section 146 Notification of a Relic form

References
Campbell D., Brougham J., Caldwell R. 2009 Uncovering and understanding Australia’s first railway In
Australian Journal of Multi-disciplinary Engineering Vol 7 No 2
Umwelt 2017. Historical Archaeological Assessment Swan Street Cooks Hill Newcastle
Reconstruction.
Umwelt 2019 (in prep). Archaeological Report Newcastle Light Rail Project
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APPENDIX 5
Summary of Field Work Results, Swan Street
Cooks Hill Newcastle Reconstruction Works

Inspired People
Dedicated Team
Quality Outcomes

Our Ref: 4240/TA/10082020

10 August 2020
The Conservation Manager
Heritage, Community Engagement, Department of Premier and Cabinet
PO Box 5020
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124
E|heritagemailbox@environment.nsw.gov.au
Dear Conservation Manager
Re: Summary of Field Work Results – Swan Street Cooks Hill, Newcastle
Reconstruction Works
On behalf of Mr Peter Steele (Project Manager, City of Newcastle) and in accordance
with Condition 15 of S144 Variation 2019/s144/006 (variation of S140 Permit Number
2017/s140/17) this letter provides a summary of the results of archaeological
monitoring and excavation of the Swan Street Cooks Hill (Newcastle Local Government
Area) Road Reconstruction Works.
Background
Civil construction works (undertaken to alleviate problems such as localised flooding,
cracked pavements and poor road surface associated with deteriorated infrastructure
in the area) in Swan Street were completed 30 June 2020.
The main components of archaeological monitoring were undertaken in March 2018,
March/April 2019 and July 2019. Timing of archaeological monitoring was dependant
on the nature and location of project works.
Historical background
The Australian Agricultural Company’s (A.A. Co) A Pit was the first private and properly
equipped colliery in Australia. It was established at the intersection of Brown and
Church Streets, Newcastle in 1831 and sunk to the Yard Seam by the end of November
1831. The A.A. Co opened a new shaft, the B Pit, in 1837 principally to assist in the
ventilation and drainage of the colliery (Campbell 2009). B Pit was located to the
southwest of the current junction of Brooks Street and Swan Street. Associated with
the B Pit a ‘Colliery Village’ comprising miners’ houses was established close by
(Umwelt 2017).
The miner’s cottages are indicated on several historical plans and images dating from
the 1850s; for example the 1850-1857 map showing the A.A. Co subdivisions and G.F.
Angas’ 1853 sketches of Newcastle (refer to Plates 1 to 3).

Newcastle | Orange |
Sydney | Canberra |
Brisbane | Perth
T| 1300 793 267
E| info@umwelt.com.au

www.umwelt.com.au
Umwelt (Australia) Pty Limited
ABN 18 059 519 041
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Results
Installation of a new stormwater drain crossing Swan Street to the immediate east of the intersection
of Swan Street and Kitchener Parade exposed remains of one of the A.A. Co miners’ houses formerly
located in this area (refer to Plate 4).
The exposed remains comprised a small section of the base of two approximately east to west
aligned brick footings and a section of associated timber floor. The remains were covered with the
brick demolition rubble of the former dwelling.
No other significant archaeological remains were exposed during project works.
No artefactual material was exposed associated with the remains. Historical imagery shows the
dwellings constructed up against the natural slope of the hill with what are likely privies at the north
end of long linear plots; well away from the dwellings themselves. The southern brick footing was
constructed on the natural rock of the hill itself.

Miner’s houses

A.A. Co B Pit

Plate 1

Detail of 1850-1857 map showing the A.A. Co subdivisions

B Pit and the row of miners’ houses in centre of image. Exposed remains are likely the rear (south) portion of
one of the indicated houses
© National Library of Australia
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A.A. Co B Pit

Plate 2

Detail of 1853 G.F. Angas sketch of Newcastle NSW

Detail shows the area that became Cooks Hill. B Pit with the row of miners’ houses is in centre and C Pit is on
the hill left of image.
© National Library of Australia / Hunter Living Histories

Row of miner’s houses

Plate 3

Undated photograph of Cooks Hill Newcastle NSW

Row of miners’ houses constructed against the hill centre right of image. Note the privies to the far right.
© Hunter Living Histories, University of Newcastle
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Archaeological remains
exposed in this trench

Plate 4

Overlay detail of 1850-1857 map showing the A.A. Co subdivisions and project design drawing

Stormwater trench (blue line) in which archaeological remains exposed indicated. Stormwater trench adjacent
(to the west) was installed within the alignment of a previously excavated stormwater pipe. No archaeological
remains were exposed within this trench during works.
© National Library of Australia, Higginbotham 2013, Newcastle City Council 2017.

Table 1 provides photographs of the exposed brick footings
Table 1

Exposed archaeological remains

Description

Photograph

View to south showing brick demolition
rubble.
Top of demolition rubble = 21.40 metres
AHD (approximately 900 millimetres to
1 metre below road surface).
Scale = 400 millimetres.
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Description

Photograph

View to south showing brick demolition
rubble.
Scale = 400 millimetres.

View to south showing brick footing and
timber floor remnants.
Top of timber floor = 21.10 metres AHD
(approximately 1.20 metres below road
surface).
Remains comprise remnant brick footing
(one course of bricks remain in situ)
with a number of timber floorboards
laid onto the natural ground surface.
There appears to be a narrow gutter or
drain on the south side of the wall
(exterior) and a compact gravel surface.
The demolition fill is directly above the
timber and footing.
Scale = 400 millimetres.

Brick footing and timber floor remnants.
Note shallow gutter on south side of the
wall.
South at top of photograph.
Scale = 400 millimetres.
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Description

Photograph

Brick footing and timber floor remnants.
Note shallow gutter on south side of the
wall.
South at top of photograph.
Scale = 500 millimetres.

Brick footing constructed up against
natural rock.
South at top of photograph.
Scale = 400 millimetres.

Brick footing constructed up against
natural rock.
South to right of photograph.
Scale = 400 millimetres.
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Post-excavation
Details of the archaeological monitoring will be included in a final excavation report prepared in
accordance with Condition 16 of S144 Variation 2019/s144/006.
Please contact me if you require any further information or wish to discuss.
Yours sincerely

Tim Adams
Principal Archaeologist

References
Campbell D., Brougham J., Caldwell R. 2009 Uncovering and understanding Australia’s first railway In
Australian Journal of Multi-disciplinary Engineering Vol 7 No 2
Umwelt 2017. Historical Archaeological Assessment Swan Street Cooks Hill Newcastle
Reconstruction.
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APPENDIX 6
Photographic Catalogue

4240 - Swan Street Road Reconstruction works (2017/s140/17_2019/S144/006) Photographic Catalogue
Photo #

Location

Description

DSCN_5902

Between Kitchener and Brookes
Street Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

27/02/2018

5903

Between Kitchener and Brookes
Street Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

27/02/2018

5904

Between Kitchener and Brookes
Street Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

27/02/2018

5905

Between Kitchener and Brookes
Street Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

27/02/2018

5906

Between Kitchener and Brookes
Street Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

27/02/2018

5907

Between Kitchener and Brookes
Street Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

27/02/2018

DSCN_5908

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5909

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5910

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5911

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5912

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5913

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street –
exposed bedrock south side of street. Scale = 1.20 metres

28/02/2018

5914

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street –
exposed bedrock south side of street. Scale = 1.20 metres

28/02/2018
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Photo #
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5915

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5916

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street –
exposed bedrock south side of street. Scale = 1.20 metres

28/02/2018

5917

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street.
Scale = 1 metre

28/02/2018

5918

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street.
Scale = 1 metre

28/02/2018

5919

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street.
Scale = 1 metre

28/02/2018

5920

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street.
Scale = 1 metre

28/02/2018

5921

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street.
Scale = 1 metre

28/02/2018

5922

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5923

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5924

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street.
Scale = 1 metre

28/02/2018

5925

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street.
Scale = 1 metre

28/02/2018

5926

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street.
Scale = 1 metre

28/02/2018

5927

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street.
Scale = 1 metre

28/02/2018

5928

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street.
Scale = 1 metre

28/02/2018
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5929

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street.
Scale = 1 metre

28/02/2018

5930

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5931

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5932

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5933

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

5934

Swan Street east of Kitchener
Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

28/02/2018

DSCN_5935

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

1/03/2018

5936

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

1/03/2018

5937

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

1/03/2018

5938

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

1/03/2018

5939

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

1/03/2018

5940

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

1/03/2018

5941

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

1/03/2018

5942

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

1/03/2018
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5943

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

1/03/2018

5944

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge south side of Swan Street

1/03/2018

IMG_2030

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2031

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2032

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2033

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2034

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2035

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2036

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2037

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2038

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2039

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2040

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2041

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018
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2042

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2043

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2044

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2045

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2046

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2047

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2048

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2049

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2050

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2051

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2052

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2053

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2054

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2055

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018
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2056

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2057

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2058

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2059

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2060

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2061

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2062

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2063

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2064

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street. Scale = 1 metre

2/03/2018

2065

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2066

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

2067

Swan Street west of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in pavement and grass verge south side of
Swan Street

2/03/2018

IMG_2068

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.
Scale = 1 metre

5/03/2018

2069

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018
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2070

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.
Scale = 1 metre

5/03/2018

2071

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2072

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.
Scale = 1 metre

5/03/2018

2073

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2074

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2075

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2076

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2077

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2078

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2079
2080

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection
Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

View

Date

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade
Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade
Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade

2081

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2082

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018
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2083

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2084

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2085

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2086

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.
Scale = 1 metre

5/03/2018

2087

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.
Scale = 1 metre

5/03/2018

2088

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.

5/03/2018

2089

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.
Scale = 1 metre

5/03/2018

2090

Kitchener Parade road – south side
of Swan Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Kitchener Parade road surface.
Scale = 1 metre

5/03/2018

IMG_2091

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath

6/03/2018

2092

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

2093

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath

6/03/2018

2094

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath

6/03/2018

2095

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath

6/03/2018
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View

Date

Scale = 1 metre

6/03/2018
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2096

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

6/03/2018

2097

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

6/03/2018

2098

2099

2100

2101

2102

2103

2104
IMG_2105

4240_Photo register

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection
Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection
Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection
Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection
Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection
Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection
Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection
Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

View

Date

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

6/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

6/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

6/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

6/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

6/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

6/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

6/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

7/03/2018

9

Photo #
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Description

2106

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

7/03/2018

2107

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

7/03/2018

2108

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

7/03/2018

2109

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

7/03/2018

2110

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

7/03/2018

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.
Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.

2111
2112
2113

2114

2115

2116

4240_Photo register

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection
Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection
Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection
Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

View

Date

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

7/03/2018
7/03/2018
7/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

7/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

7/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

7/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre

10

Photo #

Location

Description

2117

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

2118

Footpath southeast corner of Swan
Street/Kitchener Parade intersection

View

Date
7/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre
Utility trench excavation in Swan Street footpath.

7/03/2018

Note high level of bedrock south side of Kitchener Parade.
Scale = 1 metre

IMG_2119

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street.

8/03/2018

2120

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street.

8/03/2018

2121

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street.

8/03/2018

2122

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street.

8/03/2018

2123

Swan Street east of Kitchener
intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street.

8/03/2018

IMG_2167

Swan Street immediately east of
Brookes Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street.

9/03/2018

2168

Swan Street immediately east of
Brookes Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street. Scale = 1 metre

Southeast

9/03/2018

2169

Swan Street immediately east of
Brookes Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street. Scale = 1 metre

Northwest

9/03/2018

2170

Swan Street immediately east of
Brookes Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street. Scale = 1 metre

Northwest

9/03/2018

2171

Swan Street immediately east of
Brookes Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street. Scale = 1 metre

Northwest

9/03/2018

2172

Swan Street immediately east of
Brookes Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street.

Northwest

9/03/2018

4240_Photo register
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2173

Swan Street immediately east of
Brookes Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street. Scale = 1 metre

Northwest

9/03/2018

2174

Swan Street immediately east of
Brookes Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street. Scale = 1 metre

Northwest

9/03/2018

2175

Swan Street immediately east of
Brookes Street intersection

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street grass verge; south side of the
street. Scale = 1 metre

Northwest

9/03/2018

2176

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base.

Northwest

9/03/2018

2177

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base.

Northwest

9/03/2018

2178

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base.

Northwest

9/03/2018

2179

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 1 metre

Northwest

9/03/2018

2180

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 1 metre

Southeast

9/03/2018

2181

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 1 metre

Southeast

9/03/2018

2182

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Southeast

9/03/2018

2183

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Southeast

9/03/2018

2184

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Southeast

9/03/2018

2185

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Southeast

9/03/2018

2186

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Southeast

9/03/2018
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2187

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Southeast

9/03/2018

2188

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northwest

9/03/2018

2189

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northwest

9/03/2018

2190

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Southeast

9/03/2018

2191

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northwest

9/03/2018

2192

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northwest

9/03/2018

2193

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northwest

9/03/2018

2194

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Southeast

9/03/2018

2195

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Southeast

9/03/2018

2195

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Compact
sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northwest

9/03/2018

2197

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Southeast

9/03/2018

2198

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Southeast

9/03/2018

2199

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Southeast

9/03/2018

2200

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Southeast

9/03/2018
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2201

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway – removal of
compact sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 1 metre

Southeast

9/03/2018

2202

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway – removal of
compact sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 1 metre

Southeast

9/03/2018

2203

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway – removal of
compact sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 1 metre

Southeast

9/03/2018

2204

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway – removal of
compact sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 1 metre

Southeast

9/03/2018

2205

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway – removal of
compact sandstone rubble road base. Scale = 1 metre

Southeast

9/03/2018

2206

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Scale = 1 metre

Northeast

9/03/2018

2207

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway. Scale = 1 metre

Northeast

9/03/2018

2208

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Northeast

9/03/2018

2209

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Northeast

9/03/2018

2210

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Northeast

9/03/2018

2211

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Northeast

9/03/2018

2212

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Northeast

9/03/2018

2213

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Northeast

9/03/2018

2214

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Northeast

9/03/2018
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2215

Brookes Street – intersection with
Swan Street

Utility trench excavation in Brookes Street roadway.

Northeast

9/03/2018

IMG_2234

Swan Street – intersection with
Brookes Street

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street roadway.

North

16/03/2018

2235

Swan Street – intersection with
Brookes Street

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street roadway.

North

16/03/2018

2236

Swan Street – intersection with
Brookes Street

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street roadway.

South

16/03/2018

2237

Swan Street – intersection with
Brookes Street

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street roadway.

North

16/03/2018

2238

Swan Street – intersection with
Brookes Street

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street roadway.

South

16/03/2018

2239

Swan Street – intersection with
Brookes Street

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street roadway. Scale = 1 metre.

South

16/03/2018

2240

Swan Street – intersection with
Brookes Street

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street roadway. Scale = 1 metre.

East

16/03/2018

2241

Swan Street – intersection with
Brookes Street

Utility trench excavation in Swan Street roadway. Scale = 1 metre.

East

16/03/2018

IMG_2251

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018

2252

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018

2253

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018

2254

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018

2255

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018
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2256

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018

2257

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018

2258

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018

2259

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018

2260

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018

2261

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018

2262

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – replacement of existing ceramic pipe

27/03/2018

IMG_2026

Swan Street east of Brookes Street
intersection

Utility trench excavation backfill – south side Swan Street grass
verge. Scale = 2 metres.

22/07/2018

2027

Swan Street east of Brookes Street
intersection

Utility trench excavation backfill – south side Swan Street grass
verge. Scale = 2 metres.

22/07/2018

2028

Swan Street east of Brookes Street
intersection

Utility trench excavation backfill – south side Swan Street grass
verge. Scale = 1 metre.

22/07/2018

2029

Swan Street east of Brookes Street
intersection

Utility trench excavation backfill – south side Swan Street grass
verge. Scale = 1 metre.

22/07/2018

IMG_8695

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation

22/03/2019

8696

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation

22/03/2019

8697

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation

22/03/2019
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8698

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation

DSC_2486

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection – northeast corner

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 2 metres (200 millimetre intervals).

Southwest

26/03/2019

2488

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection – northeast corner

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 2 metres (200 millimetre intervals).

Southwest

26/03/2019

2491

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection – northeast corner

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 2 metres (200 millimetre intervals).

Southwest

26/03/2019

2492

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection – northeast corner

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 2 metres (200 millimetre intervals).

Southwest

26/03/2019

2495

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection – northeast corner

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 2 metres (200 millimetre intervals).

Southwest

26/03/2019

2498

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection – northeast corner

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 2 metres (200 millimetre intervals).

Southwest

26/03/2019

2502

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection – northeast corner

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 2 metres (200 millimetre intervals).

Southwest

26/03/2019

2503

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection – northeast corner

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble.

Southwest

26/03/2019

2509

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection – northeast corner

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble.

Southwest

26/03/2019

2516

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection – northeast corner

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 2 metres (200 millimetre intervals).

Southwest

26/03/2019

2524

Swan Street / Kitchener Parade
Intersection – northeast corner

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble

Southwest

26/03/2019

2530

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation section showing miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble

Southwest

26/03/2019

2533

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Southwest

26/03/2019
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2534

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Southwest

26/03/2019

2535

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Southwest

26/03/2019

2540

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Southwest

26/03/2019

2544

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Southwest

26/03/2019

2550

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Southwest

26/03/2019

2551

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Southwest

26/03/2019

2553

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Southwest

26/03/2019

2568

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Northwest

26/03/2019

2570

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Northwest

26/03/2019

2573

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Northwest

26/03/2019

2574

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
demolition rubble. Scale = 400 millimetres.

Northwest

26/03/2019

2583

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

26/03/2019

2585

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

26/03/2019

2586

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

26/03/2019
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2588

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

26/03/2019

2590

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

26/03/2019

2594

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

26/03/2019

2595

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

26/03/2019

2598

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

-

26/03/2019

2600

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

-

26/03/2019

2601

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

-

26/03/2019

2603

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Detail of wall footing and ‘drain’.

-

26/03/2019

-

26/03/2019

-

26/03/2019

Scale = 400 millimetre
2605

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Detail of wall footing and ‘drain’.
Scale = 400 millimetre

2609

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Detail of wall footing and ‘drain’.
Scale = 400 millimetre

2613

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

-

26/03/2019

2615

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

-

26/03/2019
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2616

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

-

26/03/2019

2621

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Detail of wall footing and ‘drain’.

-

26/03/2019

-

26/03/2019

-

26/03/2019

Scale = 400 millimetre
2623

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Detail of wall footing and ‘drain’.
Scale = 400 millimetre

2624

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Detail of wall footing and ‘drain’.
Scale = 400 millimetre

2629

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southeast

26/03/2019

2630

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southeast

26/03/2019

2634

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southeast

26/03/2019

2635

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southeast

26/03/2019

2636

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southeast

26/03/2019

IMG_4979

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scales = 500 millimetre and 2 metre

West

27/03/2019

4980

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scales = 500 millimetre and 2 metre

West

27/03/2019

4981

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scales = 500 millimetre and 2 metre

West

27/03/2019
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4982

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scales = 500 millimetre and 2 metre

West

27/03/2019

4983

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation section showing brick demolition
rubble. Scale = 2 metre

West

27/03/2019

4984

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation section showing brick demolition
rubble. Scale = 2 metre

West

27/03/2019

4985

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing detail of wall footing and
‘drain’. Scale = 500 millimetre

Southwest

27/03/2019

4986

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing detail of timber floor, wall
footing and ‘drain’. Scale = 500 millimetre

West

27/03/2019

4987

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scales = 500 millimetre and 2 metre

Northwest

27/03/2019

4988

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scales = 500 millimetre

-

27/03/2019

4989

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scales = 500 millimetre

-

27/03/2019

4990

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scales = 500 millimetre

-

27/03/2019

4991

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scales = 500 millimetre

Northeast

27/03/2019

4992

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed miner’s cottage brick
footing and timber floor. Scales = 500 millimetre

Northeast

27/03/2019

4993

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation section. Scale = 2 metre

Northwest

27/03/2019

4994

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation section. Scale = 2 metre

Northwest

27/03/2019

4995

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation

-

27/03/2019
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4996

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation

-

27/03/2019

4997

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation

-

27/03/2019

4998

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation southeast section. Scale = 2 metres

Southeast

27/03/2019

4999

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation southeast section. Scale = 2 metres

Southeast

27/03/2019

5000

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation southeast section. Scale = 2 metres

Southeast

27/03/2019

5001

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation southeast section. Scale = 2 metres

Southeast

27/03/2019

5002

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – working shot

-

27/03/2019

5003

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – working shot

-

27/03/2019

5004

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – working shot

-

27/03/2019

5005

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation – working shot

-

27/03/2019

5006

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation southeast section. Scale = 2 metres

South

27/03/2019

5007

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation southeast section. Scale = 2 metres

South

27/03/2019

5008

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation southeast section. Scale = 2 metres

Southeast

27/03/2019

5009

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation southeast section. Scale = 2 metres

Southeast

27/03/2019
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5010

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation southeast section. Scale = 2 metres

Southeast

27/03/2019

5011

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation southeast section. Scale = 2 metres

Southeast

27/03/2019

5012

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation southeast section. Scale = 2 metres

Southeast

27/03/2019

DSC_2639

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Northwest

28/03/2019

2640

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Northwest

28/03/2019

2649

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Northwest

28/03/2019

2650

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Northwest

28/03/2019

2651

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Northwest

28/03/2019

2653

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Northwest

28/03/2019

2654

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Northwest

28/03/2019

2655

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Northwest

28/03/2019

2665

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Northwest

28/03/2019

2666

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Northwest

28/03/2019

2669

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

28/03/2019
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2679

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

28/03/2019

2684

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

28/03/2019

2689

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

28/03/2019

2693

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

28/03/2019

2695

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

28/03/2019

2696

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

28/03/2019

2699

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

28/03/2019

2700

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

28/03/2019

2709

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

28/03/2019

2710

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southwest

28/03/2019

2714

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southeast

28/03/2019

2719

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southeast

28/03/2019

2725

Swan Street – immediately east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Deep stormwater excavation showing exposed brick footing and
bedrock. Scale = 400 millimetre

Southeast

28/03/2019

DSCN_4235

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019
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4236

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4238

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4239

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4244

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4251

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4252

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4260

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. South
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Southwest

11/04/2019

4261

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. South
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Southwest

11/04/2019

4262

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Northeast

11/04/2019

4263

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Northeast

11/04/2019

4269

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Northeast

11/04/2019

4270

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Northeast

11/04/2019

4271

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Northeast

11/04/2019

4273

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Northeast

11/04/2019
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4274

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Northeast

11/04/2019

4277

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4278

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4281

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4284

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

11/04/2019

4285

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

11/04/2019

4287

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4288

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4291

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4292

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4293

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4294

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4296

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4297

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019
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4298

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4299

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4300

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4305

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Northeast

11/04/2019

4306

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Northeast

11/04/2019

4307

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1.2 metres.

Northeast

11/04/2019

4309

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4310

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4313

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

11/04/2019

4315

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

11/04/2019

4317

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

11/04/2019

4319

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

-

11/04/2019

4320

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

-

11/04/2019

4322

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

-

11/04/2019
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4326

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4327

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

4328

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

11/04/2019

DSCN_4335

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

12/04/2019

4336

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

12/04/2019

4338

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

12/04/2019

4340

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

12/04/2019

4342

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. South
section. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Southwest

12/04/2019

4344

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. South
section. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Southwest

12/04/2019

4346

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

37 Swan Street location shot

Northeast

12/04/2019

4347

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. 35 Swan Street. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northeast

12/04/2019

4349

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. 35 Swan Street. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northeast

12/04/2019

4351

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. 35 Swan Street. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northeast

12/04/2019

4353

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. South
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Southwest

12/04/2019
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4354

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. South
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Southwest

12/04/2019

4355

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Northeast

12/04/2019

4356

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Northeast

12/04/2019

4358

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Northeast

12/04/2019

4360

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Northeast

12/04/2019

4361

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Northeast

12/04/2019

4362

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

39 Swan Street location shot

East

12/04/2019

4363

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

39 Swan Street location shot

Northeast

12/04/2019

4364

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

12/04/2019

4367

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

12/04/2019

4369

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

12/04/2019

4370

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

12/04/2019

DSCN_4371

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

39 Swan Street location shot

Northeast

15/04/2019

4374

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. South
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Southwest

15/04/2019
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4375

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. South
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Southwest

15/04/2019

4377

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Northeast

15/04/2019

4378

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Northeast

15/04/2019

4380

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Northeast

15/04/2019

4381

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Northeast

15/04/2019

4382

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 1 metre.

Northeast

15/04/2019

4383

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northeast

15/04/2019

4388

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northeast

15/04/2019

4390

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. North
section. Scale = 500 millimetres.

Northeast

15/04/2019

4393

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

15/04/2019

4394

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

15/04/2019

4396

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

15/04/2019

4397

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

15/04/2019

4398

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

15/04/2019
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4399

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Northwest

15/04/2019

4403

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

15/04/2019

4405

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road.

Southeast

15/04/2019

4406

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

41 Swan Street location shot

Northeast

15/04/2019

4409

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. South
section.

Southeast

15/04/2019

4410

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. South
section.

Southeast

15/04/2019

DSCN_4412

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4413

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4414

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4416

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4417

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4421

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4422

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4423

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019
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4424

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4428

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4429

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4432

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4433

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4434

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road. 1/41 Swan
Street

Southeast

16/04/2019

4437

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

1/41 Swan Street location shot.

East

16/04/2019

4438

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road 1/41 Swan
Street. North section. Scale = 1 metre

Northeast

16/04/2019

4442

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road 1/41 Swan
Street. North section. Scale = 1 metre

Northeast

16/04/2019

4449

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road 1/41 Swan
Street. North section. Scale = 1500 millimetres.

Northeast

16/04/2019

4450

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

43 Swan Street location shot.

East

16/04/2019

4452

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

43 Swan Street location shot.

East

16/04/2019

4455

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road

Northwest

16/04/2019

4457

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road

Northwest

16/04/2019
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4458

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road

Northwest

16/04/2019

4459

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Utility trench excavation in grass verge north side of road

Northwest

16/04/2019

IMG_6117

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Scale = 2 metres.

Southeast

29/05/2019

6118

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Scale = 2 metres.

Southeast

29/05/2019

6119

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Note high level of bedrock. Scale = 2 metres.

Southeast

29/05/2019

6120

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Note high level of bedrock. Scale = 2 metres.

Southeast

29/05/2019

6121

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Note high level of bedrock. Scale = 2 metres.

Southeast

29/05/2019

6122

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Note high level of bedrock. Scale = 2 metres.

Southeast

29/05/2019

6123

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Scale = 2 metres.

Southeast

29/05/2019

6124

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Scale = 2 metres.

Northwest

29/05/2019

6125

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Scale = 2 metres.

Northwest

29/05/2019

6126

North side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Scale = 2 metres.

Northwest

29/05/2019

6127

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Scale = 2 metres.

Southeast

29/05/2019

6128

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Scale = 2 metres.

Northeast

29/05/2019
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6129

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Scale = 2 metres.

Northeast

29/05/2019

6130

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation. Scale = 2 metres.

Southeast

29/05/2019

6131

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation.

Northeast

29/05/2019

6132

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation.

Southeast

29/05/2019

6133

South side of Swan Street east of
Kitchener Parade Intersection

Pit installation.

-

29/05/2019

DSC_3768

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Start of north south trench on east side of intersection

South

3/07/2019

3769

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Start of north south trench on east side of intersection

Southwest

3/07/2019

3770

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Start of north south trench on east side of intersection

East

3/07/2019

3771

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Start of north south trench on east side of intersection

South

3/07/2019

3772

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Excavation of north south trench on east side of intersection

South

3/07/2019

3773

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Excavation of north south trench on east side of intersection

South

3/07/2019

3774

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

East section of north south trench on east side of intersection

Southeast

3/07/2019

3775

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

East section of north south trench on east side of intersection

East

3/07/2019

3776

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

East section of north south trench on east side of intersection

Southeast

3/07/2019
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3777

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

East section of north south trench on east side of intersection

Southeast

3/07/2019

3778

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

East section of north south trench on east side of intersection

East

3/07/2019

3779

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

New length of pipe in trench

South

3/07/2019

3780

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Ag being laid in pipe in trench

Southeast

3/07/2019

3781

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Bottom (bedrock) and east section

Southeast

3/07/2019

3782

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Bottom (bedrock) and east section

Southeast

3/07/2019

3783

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Bottom (bedrock) and east section

Southeast

3/07/2019

3784

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Bottom (bedrock) and east section

East

3/07/2019

3785

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Bottom (bedrock) and east section

East

3/07/2019

3786

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

New length of pipe in trench

South

3/07/2019

3787

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

New length of pipe in trench

South

3/07/2019

3788

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Excavation of north south trench on east side of intersection

South

4/07/2019

3789

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Excavation of north south trench on east side of intersection

South

4/07/2019

3790

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Excavation of north south trench on east side of intersection

South

4/07/2019
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3791

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Excavation of north south trench on east side of intersection

South

4/07/2019

3792

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Old TC pipes and bedrock in trench

South

4/07/2019

3793

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Old TC pipes and bedrock in trench

South

4/07/2019

3794

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Bottom (bedrock) and east section

Southeast

4/07/2019

3795

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

The trench

South

4/07/2019

3796

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

The trench

South

4/07/2019

3797

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

East section with bedrock

East

4/07/2019

3798

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

East section with bedrock

East

4/07/2019

3799

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Emptying of trench after downpour

South

4/07/2019

3800

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Emptying of trench after downpour

South

4/07/2019

3801

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Old water main running across trench

Northeast

4/07/2019

3802

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Void left in section after removal of old water main

East

4/07/2019

3803

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

The trench

South

4/07/2019

3804

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

The trench

South

4/07/2019
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3805

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Location shot of the trench

Southeast

4/07/2019

3806

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

East section

Northeast

4/07/2019

3807

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

The trench

Northeast

4/07/2019

3808

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Looking along the estimated location of south walls of the old
miner’s cottages

Northeast

4/07/2019

3809

Intersection of Swan Street and
Kitchener Parade

Looking along the estimated location of south walls of the old
miner’s cottages

Southwest

4/07/2019

DSC_4318

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Pit excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4319

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Pit excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4320

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Pit excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4321

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Pit excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4322

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Pit excavation south side Swan Street

Northeast

22/01/2020

4323

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Pit excavation south side Swan Street

Northeast

22/01/2020

4324

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Swan Street working shot

Northeast

22/01/2020

4325

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Pit excavation south side Swan Street

Northeast

22/01/2020

4326

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation north side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020
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4327

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Pit excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4328

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Pit excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4329

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench section south side Swan Street

Southwest

22/01/2020

4330

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench section south side Swan Street

Southwest

22/01/2020

4331

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench section south side Swan Street

Southwest

22/01/2020

4332

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4333

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4334

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4335

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4336

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4337

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4338

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4339

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4340

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020
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4341

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4342

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4343

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

4344

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side Swan Street

Southeast

22/01/2020

DSC_4345

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

North

23/01/2020

4346

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

North

23/01/2020

4347

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

South

23/01/2020

4348

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4349

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Southwest

23/01/2020

4350

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4351

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4352

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4353

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4354

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020
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4355

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4356

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

23/01/2020

4357

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4358

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4359

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Southeast

23/01/2020

4360

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

23/01/2020

4361

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Northeast

23/01/2020

4362

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Southeast

23/01/2020

4363

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Southeast

23/01/2020

4364

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4365

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4366

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4367

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4368

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020
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4369

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

4370

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

23/01/2020

DSC_4371

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4372

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4373

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4374

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4375

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

24/01/2020

4376

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4377

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4378

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4379

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

24/01/2020

4380

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Northwest

24/01/2020

4381

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4382

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020
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4383

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4384

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4385

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4386

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4387

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4388

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation north side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4389

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation north side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4390

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

South

24/01/2020

4391

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

South

24/01/2020

4392

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4393

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

24/01/2020

4395

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4396

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

24/01/2020

4397

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

24/01/2020
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4398

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4398

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4399

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4400

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4401

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4402

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4403

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Southwest

24/01/2020

4404

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4405

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

24/01/2020

4406

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

South

24/01/2020

4407

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

24/01/2020

4408

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

24/01/2020

4409

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

North

24/01/2020

4410

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

North

24/01/2020
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DSC_4411

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4412

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4413

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4414

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4415

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4416

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4417

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4418

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4419

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4420

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4421

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4422

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4423

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation north side of Swan Street

Northwest

30/01/2020

4424

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation north side of Swan Street

Northwest

30/01/2020
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4425

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation north side of Swan Street

Northwest

30/01/2020

4426

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation north side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

30/01/2020

4427

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4428

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4429

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4430

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4431

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4432

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

30/01/2020

4433

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

30/01/2020

4434

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street - section

Northeast

30/01/2020

4435

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4436

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4437

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4438

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020
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4439

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4440

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4441

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street

Southeast

30/01/2020

4442

Swan Street between Brookes Street
and Kitchener Parade

Trench excavation south side of Swan Street – section showing
bedrock

Northeast

30/01/2020
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APPENDIX 7
Tri-fold Information Brochure

B Pit Colliery Village

Need further information?

The A.A. Co sank their B Pit by 1837, mainly to assist in
the ventilation and drainage of their colliery (Campbell
2009), to the southwest of the current junction of Brooks
and Swan Streets. The first coal produced from this pit
was extracted in 1841. The coal was transported to the
harbour by a railway that ran from B Pit and was later
extended to incorporate other pits. A new shaft, the C
Pit, was sunk in 1841 near the hill top above A Pit. It was
hoped this Pit would ease the water problem, for all
three pits would be connected underground. The B Pit
could then be maintained as a pumping shaft, allowing
operations at the A Pit to cease. The C Pit reached the
Yard Seam in April 1843. The A Pit was exhausted in July
1846 and in the mid-1850s the C Pit closed because of
severe geological difficulties.

Please contact:

City of Newcastle

p: (02) 4974 2432
w: newcastle.nsw.gov.au

Undated photograph of Cooks Hill, Newcastle NSW
A.A. Co miners' houses in foreground with development along Darby Street in
background. The Swan Street area is yet to be established and developed.
© Hunter Living Histories, University of Newcastle

Environmental & Social
Consultants

Swan Street Renewal Project
Cooks Hill

Tim Adams
Principal Archaeologist - Historical Heritage
p: (02) 4950 5322
e: tadams@umwelt.com.au
w: www.umwelt.com.au

Archaeological investigations are being carried out in
Swan Street, Cooks Hill as part of the renewal works by
City of Newcastle.
The NSW Heritage Council requires these investigations
because the works may uncover archaeological remains
of 1840s miners' houses related to the Australian
Agricultural Company.
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Lowering the C Pit made use of the last of the
government's offer of cheap convict labour. In 1846,
despite the transportation of convicts having ceased in
1840, 34 convicts still worked in the mines for the A.A.
Co, with 12 men on tickets-of-leave and another 66 free
men, making a total of 112 mine workers (Campbell 2009
and Umwelt 2019). A 'Colliery Village' comprising miners'
houses was established close to the B Pit. Early
mapping, drawings and even a photograph show the
miners' houses formerly crossed what is now the
junction of Swan Street and Kitchener Parade.

Peter Steele
Project Manager

References:
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Campbell D., Brougham J., Caldwell R. 2009 Uncovering and
understanding Australia's first railway In Australian Journal of
Multi-disciplinary Engineering Vol 7 No 2

The information in this flyer is provided by Umwelt
Environmental and Social Consultants (Umwelt) who are
undertaking the archaeological works on behalf of the City.

Detail of 1850-1857 map showing the A.A. Co B Pit, rail lines and the miners' houses
that crossed the current intersection of Swan Street and Kitchener Parade
© National Library of Australia / Higginbotham 2013

Umwelt 2017. Historical Archaeological Assessment Swan
Street Cooks Hill Newcastle Reconstruction.
Umwelt 2019 (in prep). Archaeological Report Newcastle Light
Rail Project

Environmental & Social
Consultants

The First Australians

Cooks Hill

The Newcastle area forms part of a landscape that was
utilised by the traditional Aboriginal owners, the
Awabakal. The Awabakal lived in and used the Newcastle
area for many thousands of years prior to European
contact. The occupation of the Newcastle area by
Aboriginal people is demonstrated by the presence of a
range of archaeological sites that include evidence of
varying levels of occupation and utilisation of different
landscapes and resources within the area.

The Cooks Hill area was part of the 2,000-acre grant to
the A.A. Co on the western edge of the early Newcastle
settlement. The first subdivision of A.A. Co land in the
early 1850s included the extension of Hunter Street, then
known as Blane Street. New coal mines and their
associated villages also began to appear. The mines
shipped coal through the Port of Newcastle, contributing
to its development and fostering commerce in
Newcastle itself.

The area continues to be highly valued by Aboriginal
people today.

The first development in the Cooks Hill area was the
commercial development on Lake Macquarie Road (now
Darby Street) which was one of the few public access
roads through A.A. Co land. The development also
included a number of small residential lots bought by
A.A. Co coal miners who worked the nearby mines.
These lots generally comprised small blocks of land
established around a street pattern aligned to the A.A.
Co railways. As such, the location of the A.A. Co mines
and railways influenced the layout of roads and parks
and affected the form of the residential and commercial
development in the Cooks Hill area (Umwelt 2017).

European Exploration
In 1791, just three years after the penal settlement was
established in Sydney, rich coal reserves were identified
within the Newcastle and Hunter region. However, it
wasn't until 1804 that a second penal settlement was
established on Newcastle Harbour with Watt Street
forming the settlement's main street.
At its peak in 1821 the population of the penal settlement
was more than 1,100. The penal settlement was closed in
1823 in favour of the penal colony at Port Macquarie.

Newcastle's Government Town
(1823 – 1853)
With the closure of Newcastle's penal settlement
assistant surveyor Henry Dangar established the
Newcastle town plan, the core of which makes up the
current Newcastle central business district.
However, the initial urban development of Newcastle was
slow due to the large tracts of land given over to the
Australian Agricultural Company who sank their first mine
shaft (the A Pit) into The Hill area of Newcastle in 1831.

Detail of 1853 G.F. Angas sketch of Newcastle NSW Detail shows the Cooks Hill
area of Newcastle. The A.A. Co B Pit with the row of miners' houses is visible at
centre frame. C Pit is visible on the hill at left of frame.
© National Library of Australia / Hunter Living Histories

The Australian Agricultural
Company (A.A. Co)
In 1824 the A.A. Co was chartered by the British
Parliament and established itself in Newcastle with a
2,000-acre grant. The A.A. Co was instrumental in the
growth of the Newcastle area, operating the mines and
owning most of the land. Until 1847 the A.A. Co was
guaranteed a monopoly on the mining operations and
their land in Newcastle was left undeveloped for any
commercial or residential use, essentially defining the
early boundaries of Newcastle. The lifting of the
monopoly in 1847 resulted in the large grant being
subdivided and urban development of the area
commenced.
The company operated 10 collieries within the Newcastle
area. When the A.A. Co established a mine, a small
settlement for the mine workers would also be
established in addition to rail lines between its mines and
the harbour; where they constructed coal staithes for
loading the cargo ships.

Detail of the 1846 map of the City of Newcastle with the miners houses shown
with existing Lot and DP's north of Swan Street. This earlier map is less accurate
later 1850's mapping
© Higginbotham 2013
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